




For two months of the summer of 1956 we

disappeared, like some legendary band of

Indians, into the woods of Maine, there to

live a life all too little known in the outside

world. Our activities were so numerous

and so varied that it would be hard to recall

them in the right order, hard to recall

them at all except as flashes, bits of happy

memory, saddening in their elusiveness.

And our weekly letters home, the nearest

we came individually to the sort of diary

that would be some help, were often short,

too vague to tell us the things we know we
shall want to remember. They were happy

letters, and it was a happy summer, perhaps

the best we've had. We want to keep it

with us. And so we have joined together

to record in the best way we know the little

things that we failed to write each week.

This is our final letter home.
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^Ke Staffs 1956

Herbert G. Stokinger, Director; Ph. B., Boston College, 1928; Harvard

Graduate School of Education; Milton Academy, Milton, Mass.

Mrs. Harriet W. Kennedy, Oiiner; Smith College; Sandy Cove Farm, Noble-

boro, Maine

COUNCILLORS

Lawrence C. Plummer, Long Trips, Maine Guide; B.S., U. of Maine '4L, Rockland, Maine
High School Faculty; 14 Grove St., Rockland, Maine

Dana P. Ripley, Long Trips; B.A., Bowdoin '50; M.A., Middleburv '52; U. of No. Carolina

Faculty; 610 North St., Chapel Hill, N. C.

Philip M. Maroney, Waterfront Director — Red Cross Instructor, Wrestling, Boxing; A.B., Haverford
'50; M.Ed. Rutgers '56; Penn Charter School Faculty; Green Tree Lane, Malvern, Pa.

Donald B. Wales, Nature; A.B., Dartmouth '46; Milton Academy Faculty; 4 Sias Lane, Milton,

Mass.

George W. Chase, Baseball Tennis, Long Trips; A.B., Harvard '53; Taft School Faculty; Water-
town, Conn.

Richard Garden, Riflery; Bowdoin Class of '55; 84 E. Burnham St., Hartford, Conn.

Robert M. Nichols, Shop; Babson '58; 33 Chestnut Hill Road, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

William A. Bosbyshell, Chaplain, Basketball, Waterfront; A.B., Swarthmore '55, General Theo-
logical Sem. '58; 46 Wayne Ave., Springfield, Delaware County, Pa.

Walter F. Hinchman, Archer>', Kiei'e Annual Editor, Harvard University '59; Boston Road, Gro-
ton, Mass.

ASSISTANT COUNCILLORS

Charles E. Barb, Long Trips; Penn State '60; 717 Stradone Road, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.

John R. Reardon, Riflery; Harvard '60; 78 Elm Street, Cohasset, Mass.

Richard G. Stokinger, Baseball, Football, Waterfront; Princeton '60; 390 Randolph Avenue
Milton, Mass.

Jeffrey Robbins, Sailing, Antioch '61; 368 Highland Street, Weston, Mass.

James H. W. Cahouet, Fishing, Archery; Columbia '60; 31 Canton Ave., Milton, Mass.

Robert C. Bray, Jr., Tennis, Photography; Harvard '60; 89 Hyslop Road, Brookline, Mass.

Richard Garwood, Fishing; Lebanon Valley '60; 812 Deer Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Robert T. Crane. Ill, Haverford School '58; 821 Waverly Rd., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Douglas D. Crowe, Noble Greenough School '57; 188 Village Ave., Dedham, Mass.

Richard M. H. DeLone, Episcopal Academv '58; North Wayne Ave. and Eagle Road, Wayne,
Pa.

Charles M. Hanna, Jr., Penn Charter School '58; 603 Thornhill Drive, Lafayette Hill, Pa.

Samuel H. Lord, Milton Academy '57; 36 Westside Road, Milton, Mass.

James V. Masella, Jr., Penn Charter School '57; 222 W. Nippon St., Philadelphia 19, Pa.

William C. McCook, Jr., Chestnut Hill Academy '58; 7811 St. Martins Lane, Philadelphia 18,

Pa.

William C. Remington, New Canaan High School '57; Dan's Highway, New Canaan, Conn.

John M. Sargent, Milton Academy '57; 24 Whitney Road, Quincy, Mass.

Michael N. Westcott, George School '58; 8761 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 18, Pa.

Thomas Reardon, Lawrence Academy '58; 78 Elm Street, Cohasset, Mass.

Murse: Mrs. R. M. Fowler, R. N., 203 Club Road, Baltimore, Md.

Secretary: Mrs. H. G. Stokinger, 390 Randolph Avenue, Milton 86, Mass.

Chef: Donald Weston, Wheelock College, 41 Pilgrim Road, Boston, Mass.

Pastry Cook: Mrs. Donald Weston, Wheelock College, 41 Pilgrim Road, Boston, Mass.

Kitchen Assistant: William E. Evans, 455 Quincy Street, Dorchester, Mass.

Kitchen Assistant: Mrs. William E. Evans, 455 Quincy Street, Dorchester, Mass.

Kitchen Assistant: Mrs. Marjorie Smith, 2 Carney Court, Charlestown, Mass.





^he ^oys, 1956

JosiAH NoYEs Bacon, III

Junior. Kieve '56. Boca Raton School. 1235 N. E., Fifth Avenue,

Boca Raton, Florida

Roderick Winthrop Bass

Senior. Kieve '53, '54, '55, '56. Brunswick School. 85 Lansdowne
Drive, Larchmont, New York

Edward Warburton Bassett

Senior. Kieve '54, '55, '56. Milton Academy. 1017 Brook Road,

Milton, Massachusetts

Charles Stewart Wurts Bissell

Senior. Kieve '54, '5^), '36. Haverford School. 310 Midland Avenue,
Wayne, Pennsylvania

William Morris Bissell

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Haverford School. 310 Midland Avenue,
Wayne, Pennsylvania

Robert Murray Bohlen
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Episcopal Academy. Croton Road, Wayne,
Pennsylvania

Philip Peters Bolton
Junior. Kieve '56. Hawken School. 2700 Eaton Road, Shaker Heights

18, Ohio

Kenyon Castle Bolton, III

Senior. Kieve '56. Milton Academy. 2700 Eaton Road, Shaker Heights

18, Ohio

Donald R. Brewster
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Dexter School. 53 Sargent Crossway,

Brookline 46, Massachusetts

Galen Brewster
Senior. Kieve '55, '56. Brooks School. 53 Sargent Crossway, Brookline

46, Massachusetts

George Browne
Junior. Kieve '55, '56. McDonogh School. Falls Road, Brooklandville,

Maryland

Charles W. Caldwell, III

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Princeton Country Day School. Lake
Road, Princeton, New Jersey

Harry Chiles Carr, III

Intermediate. Kieve '56. Narberth Public School. 19 Woodside
Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania

William Caldwell Coleman
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Milton Academy. 369 South Street,

Needham 92, Massachusetts



Nathaniel A. Carter
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Milton Academy. 361 Centre Street,

Milton 86, Massachusetts

Peter Hobart Carter

Junior. Kieve '56. Milton Academy. 361 Centre Street, Milton,

Massachusetts

Thomas Knox Cunningham
Senior. Kieve '54, '55, '56. The Pingry School. Linden Lane, Chatham,
New Jersey

Edward Baldwin Cushing

Junior. Kieve '56. Dedham Country Day School. 269 Highland Street,

Dedham, Massachusetts

Austin DeLone
Junior. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. North Wayne Avenue and

Eagle Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania

H. Francis DeLone, Jr.

Senior. Kieve '52, '53, '54, '56. Episcopal Academy. North Wayne
Avenue and Eagle Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania

Ford Bowman Draper, Jr.

Senior. Kieve '56. St. Paul's School. Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania

Paul Chase Draper
Senior. Kieve '56. Fessenden School. 20 Chapman Street, Canton,

Massachusetts

John Laurence Dunning, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '56. Princeton Country Day School. 168 Prospect

Avenue, Princeton, New Jersey

John A. Dwinell
Intermediate. Kieve '56. Dedham Country Day School. 495 Washing-

ton Street, Dedham, Massachusetts

Thomas T. Elliman
Senior. Kieve '56. St. Paul's School. Box 277, Damariscotta, Maine

Robert Pierce Emory
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Haverford School. Thornbury Road,
Haverford, Pennsylvania

Robert B. Evans, Jr.

Junior. Kieve '56. Grosse P ointe University School. 984 Lakeshore

Road, Grosse Pointe 30, Michigan

Grafton Abbott Fay
Senior. Kieve '56. Milton Academy. 65 Crafts Road, Chestnut Hill

67, Massachusetts

Michael John Fitzsimons

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. St. Paul's School. 66 Stephens Road,
Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan

Richard Melville Fowler, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Roland Park Public School. 203 Club
Road, Baltimore 10, Maryland
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Peter Marlin Fox
Junior. Kieve '56. Duxbury Elementary School. Powder Point Avenue,

Duxbury, Massachusetts

A. Ward Francis

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Penn Valley School. Avonvvood, Haver-

ford, Pennsylvania

Charles L. Gaines, III

Senior. Kieve '56. Choate School. 3012 Southvvood Road,

Birmingham 9, Alabama
John Edward Gepson

Senior. Kieve '55, '56. Fessenden School. 14 Old Town Road,

Wellesley Hills 82, Massachusetts

Joseph Halsted
Intermediate. Kieve '56. Riverside Public School. Willowmere Avenue,

Riverside, Connecticut

Morrison Coates Huston
Junior. Kieve '55, '56. Haverford School. 1601 Montgomery Avenue,

Villanova, Pennsylvania

Timothy Jackson
Junior. Kieve '55, '56. Dedham Country Day School. Meadowbrook
Road, Dedham, Massachusetts

Robert Tatnall Kennedy
Senior. Kieve '56. Sewickley Academy. 539 Boundary Street, Sevvick-

ley, Pennsylvania

Stimson Roper Kennedy
Senior. Kieve '55, '56. Sewickley Academy. Country Club Road,

Sewickley, Pa.

Michael Bruce Lanahan
Junior. Kieve '55, '56. Gilman School. Brooklandville, Maryland

Thomas Addison Lanahan
Junior. Kieve '55, '56. St. Albans School. 1224 30th Street, N. W.,

Washington 7, District of Columbia
Bruce C. Lindsay

Senior. Kieve '51, '52, '53, '54, '55, '56. Haverford School. Black

Rock Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania

David Hill Lord
Junior. Kieve '56. Grosse Pointe University School. 235 Touraine
Road, Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan

Richard Stanton Lord
Junior. Kieve '56. Grosse Pointe University School. 235 Touraine
Road, Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan

David Curtis Marsh
Intermediate. Kieve '54, '55, '56. Elizabeth Morrow School. Glen
Goin Road, Alpine, New Jersey

Charles A. McCarthy, III

Senior. Kieve '56. St. Augustine's School. 8 Prospect Avenue, Larch-

mont. New York
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Montgomery C. Meigs

Intermediate. Kieve '56. Chenango Valley School. 18 Beacon Street,

Port Dickinson, Binghamton, New York

Robert G. Meisenhelter

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Montgomery Country Day School. 906

Black Rock Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania

Michael Freeman Melville

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Allen Stevenson School. 235 East 73rd

Street, New York 21, New York
Michael Sherman Mitchell

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Grosse Pointe University School. 62

Cloverly Road, Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan

James H. Oliver

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Sewickley Academy. Persimmon Road,

Sewickley, Pennsylvania'

George Jackson Hill Payne

Senior. Kieve '54, '55, '56. Fenn School. 1 Green Street, Canton,

Massachusetts

David D. S. Poor
Intermediate. Kieve '56. Darlington Elementary School. Darlington,

Maryland

Richard Gardner Rapalyea
Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Rivers Country Day School. 101 Old
Orchard Road, Chestnut Hill 67, Massachusetts

'ToLBERT Neath Richardson, III

Junior. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. 50 Righter's Mill Road, Penn
Valley, Narberth, Pennsylvania

Robert Swain Ross, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Episcopal Academy. 533 Avonwood
Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania

Nicholas Gary RufFiN
Intermediate. Kieve '56. Shadyside Academy. 150 North Drive, Pitts-

burgh 38, Pennsylvania

Charles Anthony Schilleci

Senior. Kieve '56. Our Lady of Sorrows School. 3200 Sterling Road,
Mountain Brook, Birmingham 5, Alabama

Barton S. Semple, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Sewickley Academy. 630 Academy
Avenue, Sewickley, Pennsylvania

John Sewell Sise

Senior. Kieve '53, '54, '55, '56. Chestnut Hill Academy, 135 W. Willow
Grove Avenue, Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania

William Appleton Stavers, Jr.

Senior. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. Elam and Bethel Roads, R. D.
Glen Mills, Pennsylvania
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Geoffrey Stengel, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '54, '55, '56. Episcopal Academy. 405 Mulberry

Lane, Haverford, Pennsylvania

Samuel Guilford Stewart
Senior. Kieve '56. Sharon High School. 254 Moose Hill Street, Sharon,

Massachusetts

Roger Richardson Sullivan

Senior. Kieve '55, '56. Milton Academy. 139 Adams Street, Milton,

Massachusetts

Peter Clark Taylor
Inteniiediate. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. 615 Great Spring Road,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

W. Furness Thompson, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. Harrison Road, Ithan,

Pennsylvania

John William Townsend, IV
Intermediate. Kieve '55. '56. Gilman School. 4810 Keswick Road,

Baltimore 10, Maryland

Peter Gould Truitt

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Episcopal Academy. Hillvievv Road,

Paoli, Pennsylvania

Robinson Marshall Truitt

Senior. Kieve '53, '54, '56. Episcopal Academy. Hillvievv Road, Paoli,

Pennsylvania

Stuart Kennes Van Durand
Senior. Kieve '56. Gilman School. Caves Road, Owings Mills, Mary-

land

TiNSLEY Van Durand
Junior. Kieve '56. Gilman School. Caves Road, Owings Mills, Mary-

land

William Mudd Walker, II

Senior. Kieve '50, '51, '52, '53, '54, '55, '56. Tredyfrn Eastown Junior

High School. 667 Pugh Road, Strafford, Wayne, Pennsylvania

Rowland John Wasgatt
Senior. Kieve '56. Rockland High School. 41 Talbot Avenue, Rock-

land, Maine
Thomas Martin Wh\te

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Grosse Pointe University School. 22

Oxford Road, Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan
George F. Whitney, Jr.

Intermediate. Kieve '55, '56. Chestnut Hill Academy. 9159 Green
Tree Road, Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania

Christopher W. Williams (Pre. J.C.)

Kieve '55, '56. Milton Academy. 950 High St., Dedham, Massachusetts
George Wood

Junior. Kieve '56. Episcopal Academy. Hurricane Hollow, Wawa,
Pennsylvania
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Scores of Indian Tribes

Q S C

Treasure Hunt 2 6 10

Scavenger Hunt 8 8 2

Baseball Series 0

Public Speaking and Reading 2 6 10

Practice Water Sports 2 10 6

Midway 2 8 8

Dodge Ball 2 10 6

Basketball 2 10 6

Snatch the Bacon 10 6 2

Baseball Series 0 5 10

Bunker Hill Baseball Series 5 10 0

Baseball Series 0 10 5

423^ 963^ 65
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Kieve Outstandings 1956

ARCHHRV

BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

BODY BUILDING

BOXING

DRAMATICS

FOOTBALL (TAG)

INSPECTIONS

NATURE

PHOTOGRAPHY

RIFLERY

SHOP

TENNIS

TRACK

TRIPS: CANOE

TRIPS: MOUNTAIN

WATERFRONT:

CANOEMANSHIP

DIVING

FISHING

ROWING

SAILING

SWIMMING

WRESTLING

OUTSTANDING CAMPER

Bacon

M. Lanahan
Richardson

Wood'

Richardson

T. VanDurand

G. Browne

Wood

P. Bolton

A. DcLone
Wood

Dave Lord

Bacon

P. Carter

Richardson

T. VanDurand
A. DeLone

T. Lanahan

Richardson

P. Bolton

Gushing

Jackson

Richardson
Huston

Gushing
P. Carter

Richardson
Wood

W. Bissell

Coleman

Ross

Rapalyea

Fowler
Townsend

Melville

Townsend
Stengel

Marsh
Fitzsimons

Semple

Poor

N. Carter

Emory
Ruffin

Stengel

Coleman

Mitchell
P. Truitt

Coleman
Ross
Stengel

Ross
Marsh

Ross

Rapalyea

Coleman

Halsted

Rapalyea

Schilleci

Gepson

Bass

Gepson

Gepson

R. Kennedy

Lindsay
C. Bissell

Ross
Townsend

P. Drai')er

J. Draper

Gepson

Bass

Lindsay
Bass

Walker
Sullivan

Lindsay

Walker

Lindsay

S. Kennedy

Gaines

Bass

S. Kennedy

Gepson

Gepson
Lindsay
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The Councillor as Teacher

The Councillor plays three important roles in the life of Camp Kieve. These

three positions are as instructors of activities, guides to the building of character,

and as teachers of religion.

As instructors on the water front, in land sports, of trip camping skills, or of

arts and crafts we have the privilege of imparting our technical knowledge to

eager minds. Each one of us teaches the specific techniques of the special

activities that he conducts. Then we instruct the boys in their practice, watching

them as they learn to master the use of their growing bodies and alert mental

faculties. Finally, we have the joy of presiding over the performances in which
the boys test their ability to use the knowledge that they have acquired.

We are also guides in character building of each individual camper. In all

the activities, free time, cabin routines, clean up and inspections, and at meal

times each councillor has the responsibility for the continual growth or the

gradual decline of the character traits of the boys. Good manners at meals

generate like behavior in the boys quicker than repeated warnings. A cheerful-

confident and happy outlook will be transmitted to youngsters for the better,

ment of their relationship to councillors and other campers. Attempts to de-

velop traits of honesty, perseverance and initiative will be aided most by the

demonstration of these qualities shown in the councillors and practiced by

them consistently in their everyday habits.

As councillors at Camp Kieve, we are more than just instructors and guides

of character development, we are an ever-present example of and a constant

teacher of our religion. Religion, or irreligion, pervades our every action. As we
instruct in activities, or offer guidance in daily problems, our attitude towards

the camper will be foremost in the boy's mind much of the time. He will often

be more concerned with whether you think he is a "good kid" or not, or whether
he has done the job to your satisfaction, than with the correction you may be
making in his ]-stroke, or the number of points the cabin has earned in in-

spection.

Whether you are sympathetic, merciful, understanding and forgiving in your
attitude toward the campers depends on your relationship to God. If God, as

creator and sustainer of the universe and these Maine woods, as the ever-loving,

forgiving, and merciful yet just, righteous and demanding Father is a present

reality in your life; then we should be able to retain in the forefront of our
attitude toward the campers the qualities of mercy and forgiveness, sympathy
and understanding, and a just judgment of their individual personalities.

To remember continually that each camper is an individual personality and a

reflection of God's love to man in creating personality and individuality, and to

be aware constantly that our deepest attitude toward God is reflected in our
relationship to other men is one of the most significant truths that religion can
teach us. This we can practice in our lives to God's joy and to men's benefit.

{14>



While we are instructors of activities, and guides to conduct, our religious

attitudes will be within and around us to pervade the atmosphere which we mold
as we move through the campers and the councillors in Camp Kieve for the

next eight weeks. The religious tone of the camp might well he set by these

words from the Gospel according to St. Luke.

"Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father is also merciful. Judge not,

and ye shall not be judged; condemn not, and ye shall not be con-

demned; forgive, and ye shall be forgiven; give, and it shall be given

unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and
running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same
measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again."

Camp Kieve

June 24, 1956

Wm. a. Bosbyshell

Improvements, 1956

Dishwasher

New Evinrude

Raft and diving board attached

New deep well jet pump

New plastic pipe in deep well

Rowboats caulked

Key-V 5th

Larger pen for him

New tennis backstop

Baseball backstop

Weather vane

Gong supports and setting

Five new water bars

Volley ball posts

New sundeck

New weather station

Long Trip placques

Council Shack moved to Innisfree
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(^hapel and (^hoir

"Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed he thy name . .

Thus we began each morning at Camp Kieve with a remembrance of God's

loving care for us and the realization that God's concern extends beyond our

city churches to the unspoiled beauty of Maine's forest. Through the day by

grace at meals and prayers before taps, we continued affirming our belief in God's

constant love and the importance of recognizing God's primary place in our

lives. It is in our daily attitudes bthat we reveal our Christian standards.

On Sundays at 11:30 we gathered in the scenic setting of Kieve's outdoor

chapel for our weekly worship service. The traditional Morning Prayer Service

of the Episcopal Book of Common Prayer provided the framework of our of-

fering to God of adoration, praise, and thanksgiving. As in churches through-

out the country, we processed into the chapel behind the Cross flanked by two
candlebearers. The choir, American Flag, and the boys were followed by the

council, Stokie and the chaplain. Our w^orship was greatly enriched by the

enthusiastic singing of the twenty voice boys' choir and organ music provided

by Mrs. Stokinger.

The sermons were a series of stories about Christian heroes. We learned

how Christ touched the lives of men like St. Peter, St. Paul, Emperor Constan-
tine, St. Francis, Martin Luther, St. Ignatius Loyola, and Fr. Serra transforming

them into courageous and devoted men of God. The last week we thought of

the role that God and Christ will plav in our lives through the storv of Mr. X
of 1986.

Through the summer God was revealed to us through the natural beauty of

the verdant woods and within the personal friendships we made. For this

privilege we offered to God our thanks and praises daily and formally on Sunday
at Chapel. Bill Bsbyshell
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Activities

Each day that a hoy is at Kieve he spends some time at

the varied activities which are offered. It is the hope of

all concerned with this program that he will touch as

many bases as possible and in one of these activities

find something that may enrich his life away from camp.





V^ture

The objectiv^e of any camp nature

program should be the awakening

and development of an appreciation

of the natural world in which we live.

The approaches to this are many and
varied, but the results are none-the-

less gratifying. The underlying prin-

ciple of the Kieve Nature Program

this summer has been to achieve this

objective thru an active program of

informal field trips where guided in-

vestigation of numerous aspects of

nature lore could be pursued easily

without the formality of systematic

study. Kieve is fortunate to be lo-

cated in an area richly endowed with

the gifts of Nature. The flora and
fauna of pond, woodland, field and
swamp environments are readily acces-

sible for observation and investiga-

tion.

Our field trips were a constant

source of supply for our aquarium
located in the nature room. This

aspect of our program proved to be

most interesting and rewarding, for

not only was the thrill of discovery

involved but also the opportunity to

study pond life at our leisure. For

the fifth straight year we had a fawn
deer, loaned to the camp by the Wild-

life Division of the State of Maine.
She was three weeks old at the time of

her arrival and thus the thrill of feed-

ing her by bottle was experienced by

many of the boys.

In order to satisfy the nature re-

quirement for the Kieve Achievement
Certificate, the boys had only to

attend three nature periods during the

first month of the camp season. This

eliminated the pressure of meeting

requirements in specific areas and con-

tributed to informal but instructive

periods in nature lore. A total of

158 Nature "KA's" were awarded, of

which more than half were awarded

without the pressure of meeting any

specific requirements.

The nature room was a center of

activity, whether it contained the avid

collectors and nature hounds or the

curious onlooker. Although one can

always look back and see the many
phases of nature study which were

untouched, I believe we can be satis-

fied that the objectives of our pro-

gram were accomplished.

The following boys were outstand-

ing in their work in Nature this sum-

mer; Audie DeLone, George Wood
and Harton Semple. Also I am most

indebted to George Chase and Sam
Lord who helped in making the

program a success.

D. B. Wales
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The Shop

After chasing a hungry mouse from
within the tool cabinet, the shop
became officially open for campers.

Several new tools purchased by the

camp plus sheet aluminum and copper

set the stage for a good summer in the

shop.

From the first day, the "new" shop
became very busy. Dick Rapalyea
and the Truitt brothers did beautiful

work in sheet copper. Also during

the first few weeks of camp, the Kieve
weather vane went into construction.

The credit at final completion in

August goes to Harton Semple.

During August, we all had time to

install the weather vane on Innisfree

roof plus starting many new projects.

Unique and imaginative was Billie

Bissell's "scene" of a log cabin

equipped with well, wood pile, etc.

Others followed this pattern in de-

veloping their own plaques — men-
tion also goes to Tim Bolton, Galen
Brewster, Bobby Evans, and all for

their "uniqueness." Chuck Caldwell

should also be given a "well done"
for his nut dish and spice shaker.

In closing, I would like to thank
all who helped paint the shop. It

certainly needed a face lifting since

we were moved a year ago. Now as I

display finished projects for water

sports, they completely cover the shop

benches and shelves. Those who
haven't visited the shop recently were

very surprised not only at the re-

modelling, but more so at the quality

of jobs done. The credit goes to all

forty-eight campers receiving their

shop Kieve Achievement Awards.

Bob Nichols
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Riflery

This year, 1 arrived at Kieve with the

National Matches at Camp Perry

fresh in my mind. I thought to my-
self, "What can these boys do with a

rifle? It has taken grownups as much
as twenty years to learn how to shoot.

How can these small boys be expected

to learn anything in two short

months?"
With this in mind, I decided that

safety on the range was the most
important thing to teach the boys.

Safety is nothing more than a habit.

If a boy learns good habits in his

childhood he will be safe when he
is a grown man.
As the summer wore on, however,

more and more of the boys began to

show me that they could learn to

shoot well. Bobby Bohlen came down
and said that he couldn't shoot very

well, that last year he had only made
nine points out of fifty. When he got

down to shoot he wasn't using his

sling correctly, his elbow was not

under his rifle properly, his position in

general was bad. After only five

minutes of work on this he was shoot-

ing well enough to get his Pro-Marks-

man qualification.

There were many other really ex-

citing things that went on in the way
of good shooting. Billy Bissell seemed
to be the only boy who could handle

the rabbit gun this year. I tried it

myself and shot a thirty-nine. Billy

did as well as forty-five out of fifty

which is a good score in any man's
league. Josiah Bacon missed the paper

the first time he shot and got three the

second but, with intent practice on
his part, he became the outstanding

junior.

Nat Carter, Sandy Stengel, Bill

Coleman, and Robin Ross were all

good shots in the intermediates. In
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the senior divisions we had little ac-

tivity since most of the boys go out on
long trips. John Gepson and Billy

Walker were both trying for ninth bar

which is just one step away from expert

rifleman. John stayed in there plug-

ging and made his ninth bar, one of

the most rewarding jobs done at the

range by a boy this summer.
When Dick Lord came down for the

first time, he seemed to have trouble

with his eyes. His brother said that he

needed glasses and I gave up on Dick

as a lost cause. Then late in the season

Dick started to come down to the

range more and more often. Soon he
began to get qualifying targets. Finally,

after a long hard struggle, he qualified

for his Pro-Marksman. This was the

most exciting thing that happened all

summer.
I wish to thank all the boys who

came down to riflery this summer for

making it one of the best in recent

years. I also wish to thank Jack

Reardon without whom my job would
have been infinitely more difficult.

Dick Garden

PRO-MARKSMAN

Josiah Bacon

Bill Bissell

Bob Bohlen

Chuck Caldwel

Ed Gushing

Jeep Draper

Abbott Fay

Ward Francis

Tim Jackson

Monty Meigs

David Poor

Toby Richardson

Robin Ross

Nick Ruffin

Ken Van Durand
David Lord

Bob Evans

Peter Taylor

Joe Halsted

Pete Carter

Sam Stewart

Tom Thompson
Tins Van Durand
Dick Lord

MARKSMAN

Sandy Dwinell

Abbott Fay

Skip Fowler

David Marsh

Robert Emory
Skip Fowler

Monty Meigs

Robin Ross

Tom Thompson
Roland Wasgatt

Tim Lanahan
Billy Bissell

Toby Richardson

Chick Schilleci

MARKSMAN FIRST CLASS

Dick Rapalyea

Don Brewster

Mike Mitchell

Nick Ruffin

Jeep Draper

Josiah Bacon

Roland Wasgatt

Robin Ross

FIRST BAR

Nat Carter

Bill Coleman
Bruce Lindsay

Rob Meisenhelter

J ohn Townsend

SECOND BAR

Bill Coleman
Tom Elliman

John Sise

Sandy Stengel

Rob Meisenhelter

NINTH BAR

John Gepson
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l£)restling, Boxing and Body Building

Wrestling and Boxing were more

popular than ever, this summer. In

seven Friday evening programs more

than fifty bouts were held, while many
classes were held for instruction during

activities. In both of these sports,

boys are paired according to size, age.

and experience. Because of this, the

bouts are usually close and exciting,

and spectators are often more ex-

hausted than participants, by the end
of the evening.

At Kieve, we stress interest funda-

mentals, and sportsmanship. Of
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course, you should play to win, but

the lessons learned in defeat are re-

membered longer; therefore, partici-

pation is the important thing.

Outstanding wrestlers were Bobby

Bohlen, George Browne, Pete Carter,

Ed Gushing, Audie DeLone, Pete Fox,

Skip Fowler, John Gepson, Mike
Lanahan, Tim Lanahan, Dave Marsh,

Harton Semple, Sandy Stengel, Pete

Taylor, Johnny Townsend, Pete Truitt,

and Teddy Whitney.

Boxing, under the direction of Jim

Masella, saw a sudden revival at

Kieve, and among the better boxers

were Robby Emory, Toby Richardson,

Tins Van Durand, Dave Marsh, Joe

Halsted, Skip Fowler, Johnny Town-
send, Bob Kennedy, Jim Oliver, Nat
Carter, and John Gepson.

Body-building was improved con-

siderably this season with the addition

of tumbling which appealed to many
boys. Rick and Jeff even had classes

during "free time." Those who showed
unusual interest and ability were Dick 3

Rapalyea, Toby Richardson, Robby?
Emory, Johnny Townsend, Mike FitZ'

1

Simons, Tim Jackson, George Wood,
John Gepson, Bill Coleman, Nat
Carter, Skip Fowler, Mike Lanahan,
Dave Marsh, Audie DeLone, and
George Browne.
The calibre of performance this

summer is due to the healthy and
natural enthusiasm of the boys in

contact sports and the able guidance of

Jim Masella, Mike Hanna, Bob Bray,

Rick Stokinger, and Jeff Robbins.

Phil Maroney
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baseball

Baseball at Kieve again proved to be

one of the most popular activities and
the morning activity periods featured

a number of very evenly fought pickup

games. Unfortunately the regular

ttibal competition was not quite as

good. The 'Scots and the 'Cooks

battled on fairly even terms, with the

'Scots winding up on top. However
the defending champion 'Quids served

only as batting practice for their oppo-

nents.

This year for the first time, the

Bunker Hills had a tribal baseball

league of their own and it proved to

be a huge success. In a high scoring

six game series the 'Scots finished

first, the 'Quids second and 'Cooks

third.

With the numerous games and ac-

tivity periods so well attended a total

of 39 *'KA's" were given out, giving

the baseball councillors a very difficult

task in choosing the outstanding ball-

players. However, after much deliber-

ation it was decided that the 'Scot's

two brilliant young infielders, Mike
Lanahan and Toby Richardson, were

tops in the juniors, while Bill Coleman
and John Gepson led the intermediates

and seniors respectively.

The ball season closed on the 18th

when a smooth fielding team of fathers

romped over the campers in the tra-

ditional Fathers vs. Sons softball game,

but just wait till next year.

G. Chase
R. Stokinger

J. Robbins
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T>askethall

0\TR THE HILL Came familiar sounds —
thud, dribble, bang, swish, 2 points —
from Kieve's clay basketball court.

There was a steady interest in the

court game this summer which re-

sulted in 30 boys receiving their

KA awards.

Every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday morning "Stretch" Bill X'c-

Cook and "Leaping" Ricky DeLone
were on hand to help me instruct,

demonstrate and referee. The Juniors

in Bunker Hill sooned learned to

swish the cords and rapidly advanced
from playing "OUT" to a full scale

game. Many mornings they passed,

cut and scored with enthusiastic vigor

on pick up teams captained by some
of the outstanding players like George
Wood, Mike Lanahan. Tim Jackson,

and Eddie Gushing.

The Glenayre and Harris boys.

after sharpening up their shooting

eve and warming up their heaving

hand, practiced set shots from all

over and lay ups with either hand.

Some real progress in scoring skill

was made in these practice sessions.

This shooting skill, when combined in

instructional play with improved court

tactics, produced some scrappy battles.

In addition to activity period prac-

tice and instruction there was a lot of

action on the courts during evening

entertainment time. Even the coun-

cillors found time for a couple breath-

taking and closely fought games during

free period when the Key \^ Kats

challenged the world and won.

Kieve basketball provided wonder
ful fun and good sport as well as profit-

able practice for next winter on the

hardwood courts.

Bill Bosbyshell
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Track

The 1956 track season at Kieve was a

successful and eventful one from
beginning to end. The last track

period was highlighted by having the
"100" record tied four times and
beaten once.

Out of the four events, the IOC, the

220, the 440 and shot put, most of the

contestants found out quickly to

which one or ones they were best

suited.

Joey Sullivan's third put with the

12 lb. shot broke the previous year's

record of 22 ft. 6 in. He recorded a

solid 237". After building up his shot

put record to 24'3", it was finally

beaten by Billy Walker's blistering

27T", which is still tops.

On the day of his record breaking

heave, Billy also broke the 100 yard

dash record by running a fast 14

seconds. The previous record had
been 14.51 set by 7 people. Joey

Sullivari also set a 14 second 100 on
the same day. This record for the

100 stood until the last day of track.

Tins Van Durand put up a valient

effort and came in with a record-

breaking 13.5.

A continuous oppressor of Billy

Walker's 220 record of 30 seconds was
Pete Truitt. After tying it once, he

broke it twice with a fast 29.5 seconds.

One unusual factor of this race was
that he never wore his shoes when
running. He ran better without them
but no one else ever seemed to.
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The original holder of the 440 yard

run was, as you might have guessed,

Billy Walker. On the same day that

he broke the other three records he

also broke the 440 record. He regis-

tered a fast one minute and three

seconds, beating the old 1.10 mark.

The fast moving Truitt, however,

soon broke this mark, recording a

1.02 in his stocking feet.

Several campers did quite well in

certain areas, but not quite well enough

to set a record. Peter Fox put up quite

a valiant effort to break the 100 mark.

Pete Taylor and Mike Mitchell were

constant oppressors of the 100 also.

Both had 14.5 many times. Joey

Sullivan pulled out a surprising 30.5 in

the 220 twice, but never made the

record. John Gepson had a heave of

2ni" and Dick Rapalyea a 20' one
in the shot put. The most improved

in all events were Abbott Fay in the

Seniors and John Dunning in the

Intermediates.

The course for the runners was
around the bases of the baseball field.

The length actually of the 100 is 80

yards, or once around the bases. The
circular track and loss of yardage

average each other out and therefore

it is somewhat similar to running on a

straight away.

Throughout the summer the

campers coming out to track experi-

enced a taste of one of the most in-

teresting and competitive land sports

which Kieve presents. Everyone of

them learned "to take the bitter with

the sweet" and that everyone cannot
win all the time. It is through a sport

like track that young and old alike

may learn to put all they have in to

anything which they do. To all con-

cerned, the track at Kieve in 1956

should be something to look back at

in 20 years or so making you w^onder,

"how did I do that."

Capsule of Records:

100 — T. Van Durand— 13.5 seconds

220 — Truitt (Pete) — 29.5 seconds

440— Truitt (Pete) — 1 min.: 2 sec.

Shot put — Walker — 27'
r'

NiBBY HiNCHMAN
Sam Lord

Often Seen at Kieve in 1956

Garden's rain hat.

The top third of the rowboats.

The Glenayrs portaging.

P. Fox with his thumb in his mouth.
Nibby giving a haircut.

P. Truitt with his hat on.

Gows in camp.

McCarthy's long hair.

Halsted and Marsh
Pancakes on the rafters.

Teddy chasing minnows.
Bassett chasing bees.
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tennis

"Don't face the net when you are

hitting the ball." "Keep your racket

head high, and get it back sooner."

These commands are doubtless very

familiar to every '56 Kieve tennis

player, for they are the instructions of

an enthusiastic coach to a group of

even more enthusiastic campers.

Never have I seen one spot so loaded

with talent coupled with an eagerness

and determination to learn.

A good deal of hard labor was put

in on the then weed beds by the

councillors at the beginning of the

camp season. It seems as if the toil

was fruitful, for the first day of

activities all three courts were filled.

Real enjoyment is obtained only

when one is able to play tennis well

and perhaps compete in tournament
play. With this in mind, the '56

Kieve Tennis staff of George Chase,

Bob Bray, Ricky DeLone, Bill Reming-

ton, Toni Crane and Mike Westcott

strove to improve the campers' strokes.

Tennis is an extremely difficult sport

to learn and a great amount of credit

must be given to the campers for pro-

gressing so rapidly in the instruction

periods w^hich were held every day.

The Kieve Tennis Ladder inspired

some fine competition during the

summer and was crowded with names
— approximately fifty. Those boys

who deserve credit for remaining on or

near the top for the longest period are

Robby Emory, Phil Bolton, Mike
Lanahan, and Tobey Richardson in

the Junior division; Bill Coleman,
Robin Ross, Sandy Stengel, Tommy
Thompson and Johnny Townsend in

the Intermediates; finally, in a Senior

class the leaders were Rod Bass, John
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Gepson, Bruce Lindsay and Billy

Walker — the latter two being mostly

away on long trips.

During the last remaining weeks

before Water Sports and the end of

camp, all the emphasis was placed on
practicing form and strategy in prepara-

tion for the Kieve Tennis Tourna-
ment. Boys were encouraged to play

matches for the ladder, but at the same

time to keep in mind the fundamentals
that they learned earlier during in-

struction periods. Needless to say,

competition was the keenest then.

The results were extremely close in
the Tournament, and the high quality

of match play illustrated the amount of
practice on the part of the partici-

pants.

SINGLES 1956

Junior Winner— Toby Richardson

Intermediate Winner— Sandy Stengel

Senior Winner— Bruce Lindsay

Runner-up — Tim Huston

Runner-up — Bill Coleman

Runner-up — Billy Walker
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(Archery

The archery range at Kieve has been

very busy this summer. There has

hardly been a day go by when at least

one qualification was not made. These

qualifications in order are: white

arrow, black arrow, blue arrow, red

arrow, gold arrow, and Kieve Archer.

The younger boys who have spent

most of the summer in camp have

produced most of the total of qualifica-

tions and they also have shown a lot

of quality. In the Bunker Hills 14

out of a total of 17 boys have made at

least one qualification and received

their archery KA's, Josiah Bacon has

been the outstanding archer in this

group. In the Glenayrs there have

been 13 KA awards made with the

outstanding award going to Bill Bissell

who received his gold arrow this

summer. Bill is the fifth boy since

1952 to receive this difficult award.

The senior group, although most of

the boys have been on the long trips,

has an impressive record also; twenty

arrows and five KA's have been

awarded to these boys, many of whom
are shooting for their red or gold

arrows. Chick Schilleci, John Gepson,
and Bill Walker have all been very

impressive with bow and arrows in

between the trips.

All of the boys who came to the

range should be praised both for their

excellent shooting and good sports-

manship this summer. Next year we
hope that many of them will return

and go on to higher honors.

Walter Hinchman

James Cahouet
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White Black Blue Gold

Bacon Bacon Bacon

Gushing D. Lord Emory
Fox P. Bolton Browne

D. Lord Browne M. Lanahan

T. Van Durand P. Garter T. Lanahan

P. Bolton M. Lanahan Wood
Browne T. Lanahan T. Bolton

P. Garter R. Lord Galdwell

M. Lanahan Richardson Francis

T. Lanahan Wood Meisenhelter

R. Lord T. Bolton R. Kennedy

Richardson Galdwell Semple

Wood Evans G. Bissell

T. Bolton Francis Gunningham
Evans D. Brewster J. Draper

Garr Garr Shilleci

R. Kennedy R. Kennedy K. Van Durand
Meigs Meigs

Poor Poor

Ruffin Ruffin

Thompson Thompson

J . Draoer J. Draper

Elliman Elliman

Fay Fay

McGarthy McGarthy
Schilleci Schilleci

Stewart K. Van Durand
K. Van Durand Wasgatt

Wasgatt
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football

Football became a fulltime activity

this summer, although at times it was
quite warm. The boys participated in

this sport with vigor and enthusiasm.

Each football period was divided

into two parts: the first part was spent

in teaching fundamentals such as

passing, catching, running, etc. The
icoaching staff, which consisted of

iRick Stokinger, Jim Masella and
jMike Hanna, tried to stress the impor-

jtance of the above items in order that

the boys might at some future time

put them into further use. The second

Ipart of each period was devoted to a

igame betw^een choose up sides. These

igames, which w^ere very exciting to the

boys, were more than just played for

fun. They enabled the boys to put

the skills which they learned the first

period into use. The games further

provided the boys with an opportunity

to learn the most important aspect of

any game — that of team work. We
hope that if they learned nothing

else they did learn the importance of

cooperation with others.

There were several outstanding boys

which I feel deserve special mention
for their continual work and improve-

ment: Bob Kennedy, Sandy Stengel,

John Townsend, George Wood, Pete

Taylor, and Rod Bass.

We hope that we have instilled a

bit of a seed in each boy, which will

grow into a hunger to continue playing

football.

R. Stokinger

J. Masella
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Sudmrning and Life 5<^^'ing

1956 PROVED TO BE another productive

year at the waterfront. Once again

all campers completed their require-

ments and many went far beyond
the minimum qualifications. Although
the island swim (600 yards) is necessary

only for intermediate and senior

standing, every boy in the camp made
it for the second straight year. Swim
strokes, our term given to that phase
of swimming which is concerned with
form, was passed by each camper,
frequently with very little instruction

needed, since there were so many
excellent swimmers at camp this sum-
mer. Red Cross certificates were
earned by all once again. For these,

the boys must meet certain standards

set up by this national organization.

Beginner, Intermediate, Swimmer,
Junior Life Saving, and Advanced
Swimmer are the classifications offered

at Kieve, with the first three needed
by the respective age groups.

Although there is not room to list

all of the fine achievements at the

waterfront, certain individuals must
rate special notice for outstanding

progress. The first two, of course,

would be Josiah Bacon and Pete Fox,

two little boys who could not swim
when they arrived at Kieve in June.

By overcoming their fears, working
hard, and learning rapidly, they not
only could swim far (they passed the

island swim on their first attempt)

and well (they did their swim strokes

easily), they soon grew to enjoy the

water so much that they didn't want
to leave when the whistle blew to end
swim.

Those boys who took life saving,

deserve a great deal of credit for the

time and effort they put into it. Phil

Maroney's group included Charlie

Bissell, Tim Bolton, Bobby Bohlen,

Nat Carter, Skip Fowler, Robb Mei-

senhelter, Robin Ross, Sandy Stengel,

Tommy Thompson, Johnny Town-
send, and Teddy Whitney (junior life

saving) and Rick Stokinger and Mike
Hanna (senior life saving). Bill Bosby^

shell's class was made up of Hap Carr,

Abbott Fay, Monty Meigs, Mike
Mitchell, Sam Stewart, and Kenny van
Durand (junior) and Jim Masella and
Tom Reardon (senior).

Advanced swimmers, our highest

attainment, was reached by the fol-

lowing: Bobby Bohlen, Tim Bolton,

Nat Carter, Billy Coleman, Robb
Meisenhelter, Monty Meigs, Robin
Ross, and Tommy Thompson. Ability

and endurance of the highest degree

are essential to become an Advanced
Swimmer, and these boys are to be

congratulated.

The Water Sports Results indicate

the many different waterfront activi

ties in which the boys participated,

as well as those who excelled in them.

This banner season was made pos-

sible by the cooperation of the cam-

pers, and the hard work and devotion

of the council. JefFRobbins, our diving

instructor, and Bill Bosbyshell, my
number one man, are due extra

praise.

Phil Maroney
Waterfront Director
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failing

The Sailfish tipped over three times,

the Lavvley shipped ten gallons of

water, and three Ducks were con-

sistently heeled over on the last sailing

period this year. The howling wind

was a terrific challenge for the able

Kieve sailors. This day was just an

example of the wind which was evi-

dent throughout the summer on Lake

Damariscotta. I doubt if Kieve has

ever had a summer with so much
wind; I have never seen a lake as

actively used for sailing as it was these

past two wonderful months.

In order to receive a sailing KA this

summer I did not require each boy to

know every part of a sailboat plus

various other technical nautical terms.

I sought for the basic understanding

of the art of using the wind to its

best ability. Approximately ten boys

who received KA's knew nothing

about sailing when the summer began,

but when it was stated that only boys

with KA's were allowed to go on the

Sailfish there was a great deal of

sailing talent revealed. When the

water front was opened on Sundays

and sometimes during the week activity

periods moderately informal races

were held. They provided much
practice in sailing for speed. The
combination that showed the best

skill in rounding buoys was that of

skipper Joe Halsted and his crew
Dave Marsh. Other outstanding skip-

pers were Robin Ross, Tim Jackson,

Rod Bass, Robby Emory, Bill Cole-

man, and Tim Bolton. Besides those

previously mentioned who received

their sailing K's were the following:

Phil Bolton, Ed Gushing, Toby
Richardson, Bill Stavers, Moose
Gaines, Stim Kennedy, Mike Melville,

Timbo Lanahan, Hap Garr, Sandy
Dwinell. Dick Rapalyea, and Tim
Huston.

"Experience is the best teacher,"

and the boys who earned their KA's
had a great deal of experience sailing

on a lake with extremely tricky winds.

Special credit is due to the outstanding

junior, intermediate, and senior who
were respectively Tim Jackson, Joe

Halsted, and Rod Bass.

— Jeff Robbins
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(Canoeing

Canoeing was again this year one
of the most popular activities at the

waterfront. Under the supervision of

Tom Reardon and me, canoes and
rowboats were available to everyone

with or without instruction every

morning and afternoon during the

week. In addition to regular in-

struction, a new course in Canoe
Safety was introduced. The course

stresses good canoemanship as the

main requirement for canoe safety.

In-the-water safety measures were also

included.

This year, as in the past, the canoe

KA was required in order to obtain

the Kieve Achievement Certificate.

All Juniors had to pass their bow

canoe test. Intermediates their stern

canoe test, and Seniors their single

canoe test, with the emphasis being

placed on the proper handling, pad-

dling, and caring for a canoe. The
entire group of in-camp boys passed

their required tests, with several Jun-

iors and Intermediates going beyond
the required KA to obtain their stern

and single canoe KA's. The canoeing

program this summer was a great

success, with many boys learning much
about a very ancient, interesting, and
useful mode of travel which can give

them many hours of pleasure in the

years to come.

— Douglas D. Crowe

fishing

The fishing during activity periods

was again popular this year in spite

of the relatively poor results which
were attained in the actual catching of

fish. The early part of the season

produced a small quantity of pickerel

in the weed beds and some small

perch out in front of the big island.

With the coming of warm weather and
naturally warm water, surface casting

and casting in the weed beds proved
to be ineffective. The next most
natural thing to do was to go out in

the middle and do bottom fishing,

first with worms to catch perch, and
then the perch to catch bass. Only
one or two bass were caught this way
despite the continued efforts of the

campers as well as the councillors.

Despite the scarcity of fish, every-

one who came out was helped in one
way or another, either with his method
of casting or with a better knowledge

of how the various lures should be

best used.

The fishing KA awards were not

based on the number of fish that

were caught, but on the amount of

interest developed and how hard a

boy worked to find out all he could

about the art of fishing.

In spite of the great amount of in-

terest developed by a large number of

boys, three were outstanding in the

various age groups: Phil Bolton in the

Juniors, Billy Coleman in the In-

termediates, and Charlie Gaines in

the Senior division.

Next year will be the beginning of

another camp season and the com-

mencement of the fishing activities.

We can only hope that this one bad
year will not be repeated and the fish

will cooperate in making it a summer
of complete fishing fun.

— Dick Garwood
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l£)ater Sports Results

AUGUST 19, 1956

Event First Second Third

JI« y*-^* ^ ICCoLyiC Richardson Emory

IJIIL* JV/ ICCoLylC Boblen Mitchell Ross

7S \7ri HT*<^*=*Qt*\7l Walker EUiman S. Kennedy

Jaclcson T. Lanahan Huston

Int. Underwater Swim Semple Thompson Garr

Sise JvlcCarthy S. DeLone
Tr 7^ vrl Rnr Lr<;trol<rp T. Van Durand P. Bolton Browne
Tnf SO vH RarWsfrolce T. Bolton Townsend Halsted

Sr. 75 yd. Medlv Gaines Payne Bass

Jr. Diving Richardson Jackson P. Bolton

Int. Diving Townsend Rapalyea Fitzsimons

Sr. Diving Cunningham S. Kennedy Payne

Jr. 100 yd. Relay T. Lanahan Jackson P. Bolton

X. Van Durand Evans Cushino'

Fox P. Garter Dave Lord

Emory A. DeLone Wood
Inter. 200 yd. Relay Rapalyea Jvleigs T. Bolton

Golem an Ross N. Carter

Townsend B. Bissell Fowler

P. Truitt Stengel Thompson
Sr. 200 yd. Relay Brewster Walker Kennedy

S. DeLone McCartny Gepson
P. Draper Lindsay Fay

EUiman Gaines Bass

Jr. Double Canoe P. Bolton Emorv Richardson

N^. Lanahan Dave Lord Dick Lord

Inter. Four-man Canoe Coleman Halsted Semple

N. Garter D. Brewster Meigs

Ross B. Kennedy B. Bissell

Stengel \yf irr nf^ll

Sr. Single Canoe Schilleci Gepson P. Draper

Jr. Double Rowboat (*i 1 ^ n i TierV—^ LIo 1 1 1 1 It^ W 1 1 (jroTj 1^ T Q n Q n Q n1 • L^CLLLCLL ICL LL

Jackson Browne Evans
Inter. Gunn'l Canoe Bohlen Melville Fowler

Senior Canoe Tilt Walker Cunningham Wasgatt

Lindsay Payne R. Truitt

Jr. War Canoe Race South North
Inter. Canoe Pile-In South North
Sr. Water Polo South North
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Photography

Photography classes were small this

year (from 5 to 8 boys) and because of

their size a great deal more material

could be and was covered in the two
classes a week. As all the boys had
cameras with fixed shutter speeds and
fixed lens openage, most of the class

time was consumed by instruction in

composition and subject matter.

Many field trips were taken to the

waterfront and the various land sports,

where the photographers practiced

on moving objects. Then a trip was
made to the cow pasture to photo-

graph the steers, whose thoughts no
one can guess from one moment to

the next.

Finally several periods were spent in

working out plans for photographing
wild animals at night by having the

boys tie a cord to the shutter. Peter

Fox's plans were adopted with addi-

tions by Dickie and Davy Lord and
Audie DeLone.

Outstanding photographers of the

year were Dave Lord, who snapped

pictures whose clarity would have
done a Leica justice. Also Dave Poor

and Jeep Draper, both of whom
showed immense improvement. Kieve

has given them the start they need,

let's hope.
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Tripping

KiEVE has fine facilities and excellent instruction for the

"in camp" program, but it is the days and nights spent in

the wilderness of Maine and New Hampshire that remain

the longest in the minds of all young campers.



BUNKER HILL TRIP TO

WOODLOT

July 2-3, 1956

Monday morning, July 2, marked
the beginning of the Bunker Hill's

first lake trip. After many checks

and double-checks, North and South
Bunker Hill combined their forces in

order to get us to our destination. We
were a very eager crew, and as a

result the campsite was set up very

quickly.

Lunch was then prepared by Bill

Bosbyshell and Jeff Robbins, with the

able assistance of Edward Cushing
and George Browne. After a fine

lunch, rest began and lasted for an
hour. During this hour, Josiah Bacon,
Peter Fox, plus a few others, put the

finishing touches on their jungle-

hammocks.

After rest and after much ado, we
decided that half of our group would
go with Bill Bosbyshell, Jeff Robbins,
and Tony Crane on an excursion

down the lake to Pink House. The
other half of our group, including Mike
Lanahan, Robby Emory, Tim Huston,

Dave Lord, Audie DeLone, and Timbo
Lanahan stayed at Woodlot and went
fishing in the nearby cove. Dickie

Lord claimed he had four strikes, but

no cigar. George Wood and Toby
Richardson also stayed behind to

help Rick Stokinger and Bill Reming-

ton prepare dinner. That night we
had "chefs delight." After dinner

Don Wales led us in some new games

and good songs. Everybody hit the

hay after a nightcap of cocoa. That
night we all had a very comfortable

sleep except for Peter Carter, who
said he had trouble with his jungle

hammock.

The next morning a wonderful

breakfast was prepared by Don Wales

and Bob Bray. Then, after packing,

eating and policing, we all left Woodlot
and headed back towards Kieve. All

in all, we thought that this was a very

successful "first" trip.

Bill Remington
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GLENAYRS TO SANDY COVE

July 2-3

On July second the toughened group

of Glenayr boys shoved off on their

first trip of the season.

It was a wet morning but after

I

splashing around in the puddles we got

loaded and took off. After a short

paddle we arrived at our camp site

and among the cargo found a squashed

birthday cake for Sandy Dwinell. The
boys pitched their hammocks and
then Ted Whitney, Bill Bissell, and
Skip Fowler took over in the culinary

department. They proved to be very

able chefs.

Shortly after lunch Phil took a war

canoe and crew of 15 boys for a seven

mile paddle. This excursion included

a mud hole which Phil, who is very

modest, named the Maroney River.

After supper, two new campers

arrived, Mike Fitzsimons and Mike
Mitchell. The trip ended very suc-

cessfully with only one unusual event;

Jack and Nibby who outfitted the trip

at midnight gave each section a can of

catsup when they meant to include

stewed tomatoes.

There were many good campers on
the trip, but among the best were

Robin Ross and Johnny Townsend.

HARRIS AND POINT TO
WINDY ISLAND

July 2nd and 3rd

The Boys

. Bill Stavers Charlie Gaines

John Sise Joe Sullivan
Ken Van Durand Bruce Lindsay

The Councillors

George Chase Rick DeLone
Nibby Hinchman Doug Crowe
Jack Reardon Sam Lord

Bill McCook

On the first Monday of the 1956

camp season, the combined campers

and council of Harris and the point

who were not on the Mt. Katahdin
trip, left camp, bound for Windy
Island. After a "long" paddle we
arrived and began to set up camp.
This operation consumed some time

and even then we had several jungle

hammocks which descended suddenly

in the night. The only accident

during the day was when Ricky

DeLone fell through the bottom of his

hammock. After all the hammocks
were strung up we began lunch, but

operations were suspended when it

was discovered that we had a lot of

tomato catsup and very little else.

This was "quickly" rectified and a

satisfactory meal was prepared by
Chef Hinchman. The afternoon was
spent fishing at which Charlie Gaines

was outstanding with a 23^2 pound
bass to his credit, exploring the sur-

rounding waters with George and
John Sise, swimming (the most
popular) at which Bill McCook and
Rick DeLone distinguished themselves

by swimming around the island, and
sleeping, a sport which the council

enjoyed immensely. Dinner was en-

joyed by all and after more canoeing
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and general loafing we took to our

hammocks with crossed fingers. In

the morning we had a good breakfast

which included English Style (soupy)

hot cereal. Bruce Lindsay proved he

had the biggest appetite by eating the

equivalent of about six eggs but he

paid for them by walloping all the

pots, a chore at which he proved to

be quite adept. We took our time

packing and at about ten we rounded

the bend into Kieve.

Bill McCook

BUNKER HILL TRIP TO
WINDY ISLAND

Every councillor and camper hopes

for an assignment of his cabin to

Windy Island, when lake campsites

are read off for the week. This year

the enthusiasm was displayed as usual

and the objective proved as pleasant

as always. Without a doubt. Windy
Island has every reason to be rated

highly as a campsite. The Bunker
Hills rejoiced on July 8, when they

were slated for a two night stay on
Windy.
On Monday, July 8, campers' para-

dise was reached towards noon, after a

short paddle from Kieve. The inevit-

able preparations for a prolonged stay

(string hammocks, among other

things) were disposed of in brief time.

A variety of activities were offered

after a masterful lunch was gobbled

and a rest period was accepted re-

luctantly. However, there was a fine

game of Hide and Seek: North against

South, vice versa, then councilors

versus campers. The councillors had a

system for uncovering the enemy
which proved almost completely suc-

cessful; only George Wood and Robby
Emory slipped through the dragnet.

Fine food was on hand for the evening

meal, was complimented with a jovial

song fest and supplanted by a ten

hour rest period.

Tuesday, July 9, the day of the great

expedition to Great Bay, dawned
crisp and clear. Setting out in six

canoes at a rapid stroke, a superbly

cleared island at the head of Great

Bay was reached just as muslces were

calling for rest and stomachs for

nourishment. But not before Don
had led us a merry paddle through a

reedy swamp in which Bill Remington
and Jeff tried to lose the rest. There

was also about a 25 yard portage,

during which practically everyone

stepped ankle-deep in mud in at-

tempting to launch the canoes once

again. Peanut butter and jelly and
meat sandwiches never tasted so good.

In the afternoon, after digging a

grave for a councillor and burying one
(well, not really, but it looked con-

vincing), the group split into two
bodies, each functioning indepen-

dently of the other. One column
paddled a way up into Great Bay
while the other set out for Windy, but

never succeeded in gaining any ad'

vantageous lead due to a waterfight

that ensued after not more than 200

yards. In spite of threatening sprinkles

of rain. Windy welcomed back Kieve

campers in time for a supper of the

finest delicacies, later to be climaxed

with an expose of a certain Dr. Benton,

complete with screams and furtive

creatures.

But the best part of the day was to

come after bed time in the form of the

most torrential rain squall for many a

moon. At least it was fun for the dry

campers, who were lulled to sleep by a

symphony of rain drops on jungle

hammock roofs. However, for Tobey,

Tim Jackson, George Wood, Pete

Carter, Timbo, Josiah, Robby Emory
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and Audio the evening proved a

washout.

Oil Wednesday, July 10, when two
dozen cans had been sunk and an

island policed for any remains "not

occurring naturally," especially those

from breakfast, Bunker Hill said

farewell to Windy for another summer.

NORTH GLENAYR WOODLOT
TRIP

July 10-12

The Boys

Bobby Bohlen
Tim Bolton
Nat Carter
Chuck Caldwell
Johnny Dunning
Dave Marsh

Sandy Dwinell
Bobby Evans

Mike FitzSimons

Wardie Francis

Joe Halsted
Dick Rapalyea

RoBB Meisenhelter Mike Melville
Mike Mitchell Jimmy Oliver

Peter Truitt

The Councillors

Bob Nichols Dick Garwood
Tony Crane Tom Reardon

Mike Westcott

Because of bad weather on Monday,
the North Glen ay r two night trip to

Woodlot did not leave camp until

Tuesday, July 10. After breakfast, the

boys came back to the bunkhouse to

outfit for the trip and to prepare for a

cabin inspection. Meanwhile, the

wannigans were carried down the hill

and the canoes were made ready for

the paddle to the Woodlot campsite.

At 10:15 the North Glenayr trip left

camp with a hearty Kieve cheer and
quickly paddled around the point and
down to Woodlot. Upon arrival

there was a mad scramble for good
jungle hammock sites and, much to the

delight of many boys, an abundance of

spreader sticks had been left by an-

other group camping there. So with

this added help, everyone pitched his

hammock in short order; i.e. with the

exception of a selected few who were to

sleep in the large tent erected by the

Point boys earlier in the summer.
We then set about getting fire wood

and building a sturdy fireplace. Then
came one of several swims we took
while on this trip. It can be said

that the water was extremely refreshing

throughout our stay, even though
the bottom was a little rocky. When
we had finished lunch and had rested,

we paddled across the lake, climbed

up to Bunker Hill church, where
we viewed the sights of the lake below.

It was a beautiful day and everyone
wished he had brought his camera.

After strolling down the road a way,
we returned quickly to Woodlot, and a

little later had dinner expertly cooked
by Tim Bolton and his assistants.

Mike Melville and Dave Marsh also

did good jobs as cooks at Woodlot.
Supper finished, the rest of the

evening was spent around the camp-
fire, with the talk confined mostly to

ghost stories.
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Everyone got up early the following

morning, looking forward to the

coming excursion to Great Bay. Be-

fore breakfast Bob Nichols caught the

trip's first fish, a good-sized pickerel.

A while later everyone except two

councillors, Nat Carter and Peter

Truitt, left for Crescent Beach at the

end of Great Bay. While they were

merrily paddling up the lake, Dick

Garwood took off for the reeds and
brought back three nice pickerel which

were enjoyed by many. Upon re-

turning, the Great Bay group was quite

tired from its long paddle, so after

supper everybody hit the jungle ham-
mocks quite early.

The third day broke beautifully,

although we never saw it break. We
arose quite late and managed to down
some doughy pancakes cooked by
Tim Bolton and John IXinning. After

walloping the dishes and packing, we
paddled back to Kieve, thus comple-

ting an enjoyable trip.

TRIP TO X PENINSULA

The Boys

John Townsend
Monty Meigs
Teddy Whitney
Bill Coleman
Robin Ross
Harton Semple
Hap Carr

Don Brewster
Tommy Thompson

Bob Kennedy
Dave Poor

Pete Taylor
Skip Fowler

Sandy Stengel

The Councillors

Phil Maroney Mike Hanna
Dick Garden Jim Masella
Jim Cahouet John Sargent

July 9th dawned bright and clear

and the boys, anxious to get started

on their trip to the ''new" campsite,

readied their packs quickly, after

reveille, so as to be ready to leave

immediately upon the end of duties.

After a quick "Kieve Cheer" at 10:15

a.m., with Harton Semple, Mike
Hanna and I leading a stiff pace, we
headed for X Peninsula. Apparently
the pace was too fast for John Town-
send, Skip Fowler and Jim Masella.

They began to lag behind and so we
were finally forced to slow our pace to

theirs. It is interesting to note that

the war canoe, with its sixteen stal-

warts paddling, was not slowed at all

by "mojo Maroney." On arriving at

X Peninsula we found it to be a narrow
point of land jutting out into the lake.

A continually stiff breeze kept it free

of mosquitoes and made it an ex-

cellent place to camp. While one
group set up the tent, another went in

search of a suitable place to dig a

"Branch Bank." Eventually after a

short search a beautiful spot was
selected. From here one had an
inspiring view of the Lake. But this

could not equal what the more artistic

saw looking from the Lake to the

latrine. Especially after supper, at

sunset.

A good deal of credit should be

given to Double Blade Garden, Phil

Maroney, and Jim Masella for doing

such an excellent job setting up the

tent. Hap Carr, for some peculiar

reason, had to set up his hammock
several times. Perhaps it was because

he kept setting it up in the kitchen.

John Sargent and Robin Ross set to

building a fireplace on which an ex-

cellent lunch and many other fine

meals were cooked.

When rest was over, all except John,

Skip, Don, Jim Masella and John
Sargent set out on a hike. With Phil

Maroney in the lead, we traversed

many miles of rough terrain, land

through which Phil claimed "no man
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has ever passed." For this reason it

was hard to fi^^iire how he managed to

step on a six inch spike. Since

lockjaw never set in, we were sure he'd

placed the nail there himself. That
night after supper, Mike Hanna told

a very scarey ghost story about a

man who claimed he wasn't "crazy."

The next morning we left for Crescent

Beach and arrived after a 9 mile

paddle at 10:30. Here we all enjoyed

a wonderful morning of swimming and
playing in the sand. Shortly after

lunch North Glenayr arrived and all

the boys received 25c alk^wances.

Needless to say the candy store was
practically emptied. Some of us

picked up nice sunburns, but this did

not keep us one and all from having a

wonderful time!

POn the way home South G lost a

close race to North G off Woodlot.
Incidentally, North G had a 30

minute head start. That night every-

one turned in early, but before we
broke up Phil made a deal with the

campers. If they could get away next

morning, leaving the campsite in

order, before the Councillors awoke,

they could leave us behind. How-
ever, the councillors woke up in the

^'miHllil ill mmA

nick of time to save themselves from
considerable embarrassment. We all

heartily agreed that X Peninsula was
the best campsite on the Lake and
that everyone had a grand time.

James W. Cahouet

HARRISES TO SANDY COVE

July 10-12

The Boys

Rod Bass Jeep Draper
Charlie Bissell Abbott Fay

Ken Van Durand

The Councillors

George Chase Jack Reardon
NiBBY HlNCHMAN Sam LoRD

Bill McCook

On Tuesday, July 10, the combined
Harrises embarked on a two-day trip

to Sandy Cove. Due to the Machias
Trip the ranks of both Harrises were
rather depleted, Abbott Fay being the

only South Harris representative. Led
by our chief guide, Nibby Hinchman,
we landed at Sandy Cove in a very

short time and made camp. One
surprising sight was to see the tent

still standing after such heavy down
pours of rain in previous days.

After putting up our jungle

hammocks, George Chase being the

only dissenter by pitching his on the

ground, everyone spent a rather quiet

afternoon in preparation for the big

trip on the morrow. As everyone was
in or about to be "sacked-in" Nibby
attempted to get into his new jungle

hammock twice; both times he turned

over in the air and ended up on the

ground. He finally acknowledged de-

feat and slept in the tent with Bill

McCook.
A familiar sight around meal times

was Roddy Bass and Jeep Draper in a
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canoe practicing their canoemanship
with occasional pointers offered from
the shore by George. George and
Nibby did a wonderful job in preparing

the meals. Sam ruined his reputation

at lighting a fire with one match, even

though he used paper. Due to willing

campers, such as Charlie Bissell, Rod
Bass, and Ken Van Durand, walloping

and work around the kitchen was
done in jig time.

On the following day, after the

arrival of Jack Reardon and three

loaves of bread, we left on a canoe
trip early in the morning which lasted

until 4 p.m. We headed out of Sandy
Cove and paddled into Muscongus
Bay at an even clip. Reaching the

railroad tracks at the far end of the

bay we turned around and paddled

along the far shore towards Great

Bay. As George remarked, the side

trip to Muscongus Bay was just for

practice.

After paddling for some time in

Great Bay and surrounding waters

we put the canoes ashore to eat

lunch. Due to such big eaters as

Charlie Bissell, Abbott Fay, and Bill

McCook the food supply rapidly

diminished. Following a short rest,

we again set out, following the shore

line, passing the beach at the far end

of Great Bay and returned to Sandy
Cove.

The trip was highlighted by the good
paddling of Abbott Fay and Charlie
Bissell. One humorous aspect of the

trip was supplied by Jeep Draper, Bill

McCook, and Jack Reardon who
despite having the best canoe on the

trip were always last. All in all the

trip was very good with the exception

of various backaches, sunburns, and
sore arms.

A quiet afternoon and evening was
spent after the trip and festivities were
cut short by the onslaught of mos-
quitoes which resulted in everyone
going to bed early. Even Nibby had a

good night's sleep in his jungle ham-
mock. An unexpected thunder
shower arrived after everyone had
been reassured by George that it

wouldn't rain. Luckily, no one got

wet.

Breakfast next morning was high-

lighted by a unique creation of

George's; we had oatmeal topped
with the previous evening's cocoa.

Nibby made pancakes which most
people topped with jelly. After break-

fast we broke camp and returned to

Kieve.

Sam Lord
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BUNKER HILL TRIP
TO SANDY COVE

July 17 - 18

The Bo><

JosiAH Bacon
TiNSLEY Van Du
Eddie Gushing
Peter Fox
TiMMY Jackson

Dave Lord
RoBBY Emory
AuDiE DeLone

Phil

TiMMY Huston
RAND Peter Carter
Toby Richardson

George Wood
Dickie Lord

TiMBO Lanahan
Mike Lanahan

George Browne
Bolton

The Councillors

Don Wales Bob Bray
Bill Bosbyshell Bill Remington
Ricky Stokinger Ricky deLone

Jeff Robbins

On the morning of July 17, the sun-

burnt boys of North and South
Bunker Hill, who had been to Pema-
quid Beach the previous day, set out

for Sandy Cove. Due to an unusual

wind, however, we did not make our

normal departure by canoe, but took

three sailboats instead: two ducks

and the Lawlie. Jeff skippered the

Lawlie while Rick deLone took one
of the ducks and Admiral Remington
the other. The other councillors and
the non-sailing boys went in a war
canoe.

Twenty minutes after disembarking
we all arrived safely at Sandy Cove,
(even Admiral Remington) and began
the process of setting up camp. Jeff

discovered a method of stringing

jungle hammocks double-decker style,

and Peter Carter set a world's record

by stringing his hammock between
two trees at least 15 yards apart.

At lunch Don Wales pulled out a

reflector oven and made some biscuits

that proved he resembled Don Weston
in more than name. After rest, the

boys that desired went sailing, and the

others started out on an excursion in

the war canoe; however, as Timbo
Lanahan turned out to be the only

one really interested, and since he

could not paddle all alone, the ex-

pedition was forced to turn back. In

its place Robby Emory led an ex-

pedition to find firewood which in-

cluded such stalwarts as George Wood,
Tins Van Durand. and Dick and

Dave Lord.

Late that afternoon the wind died

down, and the sailing came to an end,

but not before Timmy Jackson proved

himself so good a sailor that Jeff

awarded him a KA award on the

spot.

That evening after a delicious

dinner. Bill Bosbyshell, accompanied

by the hum of mosquitoes and the

steady rhythmic slapping of same,

told a spine tingling ghost story.

After that we all climbed into our

hammocks for the night, all but

Josiah Bacon, that is, for Joe, an

innovator of the first rank, decided he

would not string his hammock. In-

stead he left it on the ground, crawled

in, rolled up and somehow got to

sleep.

The next morning we were up bright

and late, and after packing, eating and

policing the campsite, we piled into

our respective vessels and headed

back to Kieve.

Rick deLone

^^^^^^^^^^^^
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GLENAYRS TO WINDY ISLAND

July 16-18

Last but not least the Glenayrs set

out for Windy Island. The convoy
consisted of three canoes and a war

canoe. On the way to the island the

war canoe stopped at Phil's where we
picked up his pack and his dog Pandy.

We arrived at Windy Island about ten

paddle strokes later and set up Camp.
After camp was established the cooks,

Oliver, Caldwell, and Carter cooked a

tasty lunch. Sandy Dwinell and
Wardie Francis walloped after this

meal. After a short rest we played a

game of Pirates and Smugglers. The
councillors tried to outwit the campers

and entered the game as smugglers.

Phil and Tom Reardon ran across

the island to where a canoe waited to

ferry them across to Blueberry Island.

Rain halted the search on Windy
Island. During a lull in the storm

Phil and Tom returned to Windy and
walked into camp as if nothing had
happened. This is to clear up those

little heads as to what really happened.
After a wonderful supper everyone hit

the sack early.

Waking up to a sunny morning was
a pleasant surprise. After a good
breakfast the party set out in the war
canoe for Damariscotta Mills. The
eight mile paddle went quickly and
soon we had lunch. After lunch

everyone received twenty cents and
was allowed to go into the store for

candy. After candy time we decided

it would be better to walk than paddle
so we picked up the canoe and por-

taged it for nearly three miles before

returning to the water. Everyone did

a wonderful job on the paddle back to

camp. Dick Garwood, aided by Mike
Mitchell, Mike FitzSimons, and Bobby

Evans prepared dinner. After dark

there was a campfire where stories

were told and then off to bed.

After an early breakfast, we re-

turned to Kieve fully realizing that the

best part of camp life comes on the

trips.

Mike Westcott

HARRIS TRIP TO X POINT

The Boys

Billy Bissell Jeep Draper
Rod Bass Abbott Fay

Ken Van Durand

The Councillors

NiBBY HiNCHMAN JaCK ReARDON
Bill McCook Sam Lord

Early on the morning of July 16 the

Harris boys who were not on the

Machias Trip under the able leader-

ship of Nibby Hinchman set out fox

Point X. After setting up jungle

hammocks and straightening out the

tent, no little chore, we had lunch and

spent the early afternoon resting and

exploring. However, at about foui

o'clock it began to rain and very soon

the tent, usually the private quarten

of Mr's. Reardon and McCook
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I
became crowded with seven very wet

people. Dinner that night was a tempt-

ing piece of cold spam. However,
Nibby Hinchman is to be compli-

mented on attempting to build a fire.

On Tuesday morning, we took a

little side trip down to Damariscotta

Mills where we bought out the store.

After a hard but short paddle we
arrived back in time for lunch which
became a candy eating contest. After

lunch there was a long rest and then

came a baseball game in a field behind

the campsite. Although they put up a

good fight McCook's Marvels were

defeated by Lord's Louses. Dinner
followed this and then early to bed.

Wednesday came and the Harris

boys were up at eight o'clock to eat a

hasty breakfast and we pulled into

camp at about nine-thirty after one of

the best trips of the year.

Bill McCook

BUNKER HILLS TRIP
TO MT. BATTY

July 24

On Tuesday morning camp was closed

in by fog and low clouds which seemed
to indicate a postponement of Bunker
Hills climb up Mt. Batty. But by
swim time the weather had cleared

and the decision was made to go ahead
before further low visibility.

Seventeen boys and seven council-

lors embarked in the camp truck after

lunch for the take off point outside of

Camden Me. The 800 foot climb up
the steep rocky slope took about half

an hour. After scrambling up and
over the rocks just below the summit
plateau, we discovered that we had
reached a "blueberry heaven." The

summit was covered with ripe blue*

berries, which the boys and councillors

proceeded to pick in abundance. In

between the blueberry picking some of

the boys climbed to the top of the

memorial tower and witnessed the

spectacular panoramic view of Cam-
dem, its harbor and the offshore

islands before the sea fog closed in

and blocked the view.

The trip back to Kieve for dinner

became a race with the rain. We lost,

taking a few drops coming in the camp
road, but ran for the cover of the

messhall before the real deluge began.

The next morning the whole camp
enjoyed the blueberry pancakes that

the galley produced with the berries

we had picked.

W. A. BOSBYSHELL

TRIP TO PINK HOUSE

We HEARTY Bunker Hill's departed

from Camp Kieve at nine A.M. on
Monday, July 30. This was our final

lake trip of the year. We began our

trip with eighteen boys, six councillors,

and seven canoes. After a cheer and
thirty minutes of steady paddling our

septet arrived at the preestablished

campsite called "Pink House." We
landed at "Pink House" at nine-thirty

and immediately strung our jungle

hammocks. Lunch was prepared and
eaten, then rest came. This trip was

the last opportunity for the boys to

acquire tripping K's, therefore, the

boys spent the afternoon building fires

under the supervision of the coun-

cillors. The first boy to receive his

firebuilding K was Timbo Lanahan,

then, in order of accomplishing the

task came Toby Richardson, Robby
Emory, Pete Fox, and Timmy Huston.
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These boys had to build fires by them-

selves and boil water. Monday came
to a close after supper, with a ghost

story by Bill Bosbyshell which con-

cerned itself with the "authentic"

past history of the campsite.

Tuesday began as usual with the

sun. We had breakfast, cleaned the

campsite, and pushed off for our day's

side trip. We paddled down lake

Damariscotta to Damariscotta Mills

where we were forced to leave the

lake. At the Mills the fresh and salt

water meet. There is a dam which
made us portage a few hundred yards

down a road into The Great Salt Bay.

We did this jaunt in twenty minutes

and were once again water bound.
After paddling across the salt bay,

which isn't more than five feet deep

in its deepest point, we stopped for

lunch. Raspberries and blueberries

were plentiful giving the boys some
added refreshment. After lunch, we
circled the bay and retraced our steps

back to our campsite with sails on our
canoes for added speed. We arrived

at Pink House at four, had a swim, and
then entertained ourselves until

supper. After a filling beef and rice

supper we played games until dark.

When darkness closed in and the red

glowing campfire settled down Rick
Stokinger told us a chilling sea story

as we munched on some delicious pop
corn. Nine o'clock came and flash-

lights went out signifying the end of

another day.

We rose with the Wednesday morn-
ing sun and our last meal at Pink
House was waiting. Pancakes, cereal,

and other morsels filled us for our
journey back to camp. We left this

wonderful peninsula campsite at ten-

thirty and arrived with a Kieve cheer

in camp at eleven. Our last terrific

lake trip was over, and where did the

time go?

]eef Robbins



•THE GREAT PORTAGE"

Jl'ly 30 - August 1

The Boys

Bolton Bass

Caldwell Bassett

DwiNELL Jeep Draper
Evans Fay

Francis Gfpson
Oluher S. Kennedy
RuFFiN Stewart
Semple Kenny Van Durand

Taylor

The Councillors

Maroney Reardon
Nichols Lord

Crowe

In looking for something different in

the way of lake trips, the remaining

Harris boys and the "leftover" Glenayr
came across an expedition unparalleled

in Kieve history. Phil found an out-

dated map which made a journey to a

nearby lake — Dyer Long Pond —
and its neighbor— Musquash Pond
— appear to be a pleasant two day
excursion. To put it mildly, we were in

for a surprise!

Our trip started in a routine manner,
getting under way from the dock at

9:30 on Monday, July 30. We reached

the end of Great Bay in less than two
hours, stopping only to pay our re-

spects to some individuals at a camp
along the way — a girls' camp, of

course. Then came the first portage!

Led by Doug Crowe, the human pack
mule, we managed the mile journey in

two hours, making two trips. Actually

we planned to do it in one trip, but

we had to go back to find Jack Reardon
and John Gepson who had made
friends with several local cows.

After a sandwich lunch we em-
barked on what seemed to be a fairly

wide and deep stream which (according

to the map) brought us out on Dyer
Long Pond. However, around the

first bend, the stream turned into a

shallow swamp. We then pulled,

pushed, walked, tripped and occa-

sionally paddled the half mile to Dyer.

Dyer Long Pond is a narrow three

mile body of water, sparsely settled

and very pretty. It parallels Great
Bay to the West and is supposed to be
full of fish. Since we reached the end
of it in less than an hour without

spotting a good camp site we thought
we'd go on to Musquash Pond, which
(according to the map) was easily

accessible by a stream which flowed

from Dyer. Unfortunately, the stream

couldn't read maps and had long

since evaporated. Hence we portaged

another half mile to a beautiful clear-

ing on Musquash. Apparently others

had been there before us since there

was a house there.

After supper, we needed no invita-

tion to "hit the sack." Breakfast the

following morning was prepared with

great care by Tim Bolton so we were a

little late starting. Phil and Bob
Nichols went out on an early morning
scouting party and discovered what
was labled on the map as an unim-
proved dirt road. We won't argue

with the map on that one! This very

unimproved road wound through the

woods for a mile and a half before

coming out to the Bunker Hill Road.
Outstanding on this portage were Sam
Lord, heavily burdened with his newly

found 1931 correspondence courses,

and Chuck Caldwell and Sandy Dwi-
nell, our big can men.
We had lunch on the Bunker Hill

Road and proceeded to Lake Dam-
ariscotta, more than a mile away.
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This took most of the afternoon and
it wasn't until five o'clock that we
finally put our canoes in the water.

After a long paddle across the lake we
arrived at the Point (the spot where

our long trip boys stay while in camp).

This took all of 15 minutes!

Supper was especially good that

evening and dessert was smalked of

professionalism. It should have; we
had 2J/2 gallons of ice cream smuggled

in from Round Top Dairy by a willing

accomplice. After our hard day of

canoeing(?) we were soon fast asleep.

The next morning, August 1, found
us a little slow rising but Pete Taylor

couldn't wait any longer for breakfast

so we got up around eight — a new
record for Glenayr sleeping. True to

the spirit of this trip, we decided that

it would be fitting to portage from the

Point back to camp, so between

courses at breakfast we moved every-

thing "the easy way."

Several campers should be singled

out for the fine job they did on this,

shall we say, unusual trip. Roddy
Bass and Sam Stewart spend so much
time carrying canoes that the only

way they feel at home in them any-

more is paddling upside-down. Har-

ton Semple, Jim Oliver, and Nicky
Ruffin out did the dish-washing ma-
chine.

It's safe to assume that no one will

forget the 1956 Dyer Long Pond Trip

and our motto: "Why paddle when
you can portage!"

Phil Maroney

PEMAQUID RIVER TRIP

The Boys

Bobby Bohlen Bill Coleman
Tim Bolton Bob Kennedy
RoBB Meisenhelter Robin Ross
Peter Truitt Sandy Stengel
Dick Rapalyea Tommy Thompson

Teddy Whitney

The Councillors

George Chase Charlie Hanna
Bob Nichols John Sargent

Monday, July 16

After being photographed in color by
Bosbyshell and Nichols, the Pemaquid
group departed for Pemaquid Pond
via the Kieve truck. Being the first
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lon^^ trip for all campers, there was
a final review on canoe safety and
loading before leaving the pond shores.

Paddling to what was thought the

pond's end, all eleven campers sloshed

ashore, portaged, and set course on
pond "X." Despite the fact this was
the wrong pond, the mistake was

never denied. In fact, the portage,

after ice-cool water plus sandwiches,

proved to be an exhausting challenge

well met. For remembrance, Sandy
Stengel cut the tail off a squashed

squirrel! Finally in Biscay Pond, our

five canoes in the 1-3-1 formation set

a fast pace to the Pemaquid River.

This "spacious" body of water wound
a dizzy course beneath a stormy sky

towards Bristol, our campsite for the

night. Pete Truitt will never forget

to pack his rain gear on top of his

pack will he? In Bristol, fifteen hardy

campers withstood heavy rain while

diplomatic George Chase found the

hospitable Webers with a dry barn.

Naturally we had to store the wanni-

gans in a dry place, and a good

camper never leaves a wannigan.

Supper of hamburgers, potatoes and

peas were prepared under adverse

conditions, by the council staff and
enjoyed by all. Efficiency continued

when wallopers Meisenhelter, Rapal-

yea and Kennedy, sent pannikins

churning down the Bristol dam fish

chute. Our first day ended with

clearing weather in the west. Campers
Bolton, Rapalyea, Kennedy, Coleman
and others rolled to sleep in the shaky

loft, amongst musical beer bottles.

Tuesday, July 17

When the group arose on a superb

day, the canoes were gone, and I

later followed them, across the portage,

with the wannigans. The mode of

transportation on this portage will be

omitted because directors do read

trip reports. There was walking in-

volved however, with the entire group

putting in well below Bristol Falls.

The Pemaquid River offered another

portage before putting into salt water

at the lumber company. Here our

ingenious group used a grass chute to

launch the canoes into John's Bay.

The rapids followed an efficient port'

age with Coleman, Meisenhelter and
Kennedy outstanding in performance.

Once in John's Bay, we scraped

through low tide to deeper waters,

towards Pemaquid Beach. Alongside

Pemaquid dock, Kieve's friendly Pam
Robinson waved "hello". Was she

waiting for someone, or buying lob-

sters? Pemaquid Beach, having ap-

peared just around the corner, gave

the boys a chance to spend their

allowance. Lunch consisted of spa-

ghetti, lunch meat, followed by peaches

and topped with various edibles bought

along the way by the campers. How-
ever, one bottle of punch was left

unconsumed, to provide for the nu-

merous opportunities of bargaining.

Through Bristol Gut and up the

Damariscotta Pines we continued until

we put in at Fort Island for the night.

With the water supply limited, Meisen-

helter's Punch lasted the night. In

fact, Robin Ross finally traded the

precious twenty-five cent liquid for

twenty-four candy bars, plus fifteen

cents. Finally, after a late supper, we
settled down for the night.

Wednesday, July 18

Wednesday began fair and warm on
Fort Island. With a delicious meal of

prunes, eggs and bacon under our

belt, we braved the cold Maine waters

for a brief tub. How about another

dip, Robb? Refreshed at last, some of

us even partially clean, we organized
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our gear to break camp. Bobby
Bohlen and Dick Rapalyea tried trans-

porting wannigans with tumps, doing

quite well for the first time. Every-

body became bogged down shortly,

however, as the low tide produced

soft footing. Tim Bolton was trapped

up to his knees in muck. Underway
for the last leg of our salt water journey,

the fragrant Kieve Pemaquids con-

tinued up the Damariscotta River.

About 3 p.m. we encountered a flock

of power boats heading down. Vir-

tually all but one, the last, showed
courtesy of the seas by reducing speed.

However, we rode out of the wake of

cruiser "X," regained position and
headed up river. On the shore once

more for a rest, Bob Kennedy plucked

one horseshoe crab from the gravel

beach. Movement within the crab

produced a shriek and George stopped

to examine this large Maine horseshoe

crab so far up river. Assembled again

in formation, the 8 mile paddle ended
with arrival at Damariscotta at 6 p.m.

Again the tide almost caught us; salt

water from Damariscotta Mills was
running out beneath the bridge at

Damariscotta. Once more we chal-

lenged odds, like salmon fighting up
stream to spawn. Bill Coleman and
Bob Kennedy showed their good
canoemanship by maneuvering up
through rock on an outgoing tide. In

fact, everyone should feel they "did

the impossible." The last portage at

the "Mills" found fifteen weary but

energetic campers and council carrying

up hill to fresh water. Delighted Tim

Bolton, munching his ration of raisins,

proceeded to drop cooking utensils to

the lake's bottom. Yes, we were glad

to be home on Lake Damariscotta!
Loaded after our last portage, we
paddled towards Pink House, enjoying
the calmness so seldom enjoyed in

salt water. Seldom in our lives have
we been so tired! A late supper,

supervised by George Chase, endec
our third day at about 8:45.

Thursday, July 19

Thursday morning at 8:30 found al

campers at breakfast, each enjoying

pancakes cooked by Chase, Nichols
and Hanna, plus other "experimental"
chefs. Finally, efficiency became in

"operation" as "volunteers" cleanec

and organized the wannigans, plus

policing the area. Once again, every-

body learned how much easier it is to

pack correctly, especially rain gear,

towels, cameras, etc. After George
demonstrated tumping wannigans, we
departed from Pink House for camp,
campers, gear, and, yes, even my
driftwood. Once by the dock at

camp, we gave the Kieve cheer, came
ashore, and unloaded. Don Wales
later told me it was the most impres-

sive, efficient landing he has ever

witnessed. Yes, it was a trip well

done in preparation for the longer

trips in 1957. Everybody received at

least one "K." Bill Coleman, Bob
Kennedy, Robin Ross and Sandy
Stengel were outstanding.

Bob Nichols
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WHITE MOUNTAIN TRIP—
ELEVEN YEAR OLDS

Monday, July 30

After an early breakfast, the campers

embarking on the White Mountain
trip began to assemble around the

Kieve truck with their packs for the

completion of the morning's prepara-

tions. The weather was clear and
warm — perfect for the start of the

trip. Far above the cries of the excited

campers was the voice of Mrs. Fowler,

our camp nurse, pleading for the

donning of caps for the long truck

ride to New Hampshire. The packing

completed, the group was on its way
with the usual Kieve cheer.

Our first major stop was for lunch

at the Cold Brook Camp grounds in

Randolph, N. H. After a hearty

lunch of "peenie boo" sandwiches,

oranges and Hershey bars, Dick Car-

den decided to take the group as a

whole for a shakedown hike to Dome
Rock in hopes of getting an idea of

how the kids would act in the harder

climbing which was still to come.

Everyone held up very well after the

five mile hike and returned to Cold
Brook Park with visions of even

higher mountains to climb.

Our truck ride was not over, how-
ever, for we still had about an hour's

drive to Lafayette camping grounds,

which would be our base camp
throughout the entire trip. We arrived

at our final destination at about 5

o'clock and proceeded to set up camp.

After a rather late but thoroughly

enjoyable dinner cooked by Nibby
Hinchman, the boys turned in quite

exhausted from the busy activities of

the day. Camp was broken at about

10 o'clock the next morning, with the

eleven and twelve year old groups

divided for the commencement of the

actual mountain climbing. Nibby
drove Dick Carden and the older

group to White House Bridge and the

start of the long trip up Lafayette

Mountain.

Upon returning, Nibby Hinchman
with Dick Garwood and Tom Reardon
led the eleven year old group up the

Lonesome Lake Trail. Although Mike
Melville, Don Brewster and Monty
Meigs had a little trouble on the way
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up, we did make it in 45 minutes,

which was 15 minutes earlier than

scheduled. We ate our lunch at the

Lonesome Lake cabins and prepared

ourselves for the final walk of the

day to Kinsman's Pond shelter. The
hut boys at Lonesome told us that at

the most two hours allowed sufficient

time in which to reach the shelter.

We left at about 2 o'clock, with Tom
Reardon setting the pace. The boys'

enthusiasm for mountain climbing

was dwindling very rapidly, as they

were moaning and pleading for a rest

after about half an hour. David

Poor proved to be a lifesaver to the

boys as he was the only one with a

canteen and shared it very generously

with the group. The trail up to Kins-

man's Pond shelter was not difficult at

all and was clearly marked except for

one place. The group came to a

sudden halt as Tom Reardon shouted

back, '*We can't find the trail!"

Sure enough, the trail had been de-

toured a few yards back and we
seemed to just walk right past it. To
make sure we had the right trail,

Nibby and I ran ahead for about a

quarter of a mile just to see if we were

still going in the right direction.

Meanwhile the boys rested, and I

know it was greatly appreciated by all.

Refreshed and ready to go, we pushed
on with Skip Fowler, Dave Marsh
and Mike FitzSimons staying right up
front as they had been doing through-

out most of the trip. We arrived at

the shelter at about 5:30, much later

than was previously expected. After a

good dinner cooked again by Nibby,

Billy Bissell proceeded to tell another

of his famous ghost stories.

After a breakfast of hot cereal and
half-cooked pancakes, the Councillors

had a little meeting to determine what
we would do for the day's activities.

The original plan was to hike without
packs to the top of Cannon Mountain
and to return to Kinsman's Pond
shelter for dinner. Considering the

time factor in our ascent to Kinsman's
shelter, we decided to hike back down
to our base camp at Lafayette and
decide what to do from there. The
young hikers thoroughly agreed with

us and we were once again on our
way. After eating our lunch at

Lonesome Lake, we finished our walk
to the base camp. Everyone piled

into the truck for a ride to Cannon
Mountain and maybe a little hiking

on top of that. A shower dampened
our thoughts about hiking, so we soon
returned to camp.

That night the campers received

their allowances, and Hap Carr, Joe
Halstead and Johnny Townsend led

the charge to the little store at the

ranger's quarters.

We had breakfast and were all

packed for our short truck ride to

Gale River, where we would meet our

12 year old group. We met almost

exactly on time and proceeded to

pack everyone in for the truck ride

home. About an hour from home,
we stopped at a Dairy Queen in order

to give the 12 year olds their allow-

ances. Needless to say, the other

boys' mouths watered as the huge ice

cream cones were consumed. We
continued on our way and arrived in

camp at about 5:30, with the Kieve

cheer heralding our homecoming.
Everyone was a little tired and hungry,

but we were all filled with lasting

memories of our trip to the White
Mountains.
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WHITE MOUNTAIN TRIP
TWELVE YEAR OLDS

Monday, July 30

We had breakfast at seven o'clock

and the packs were lined up beside the

truck before breakfast. Melville could

find no place to sit, but we finally

found room for him. Stokey took our

picture as we started off down the hill

to high adventure. It was not too

long before we found, to our horror,

that Truitt got car sick very easily.

After Jim Masalla received a blast full

in the face, we decided that Truitt

should have the post of honor in

the back of the truck. We arrived at

the Warden's farm in Randolph, New
Hampshire, at 11:30, after chewing the

bubble gum that was passed out at the

garage where we stopped to refuel.

By the time we had eaten lunch it was
one o'clock and the Powers That Be

were somewhat dubious about starting

up Dome Rock. The eager prevailed

and after parking the truck we started

up in single file. It was soon very

evident that our guide was "Co-
cheece," a sled dog that adopted us

from the very start. When we came
to an intersection, he would run up
the trail he wanted to take and sit

down. If we didn't take that one,

he would bark at us until we did.

From Dome Rock we could see up
and down the whole Randolph valley.

And when we looked up, we could

see parts of Madison with the rest in

the clouds. The wind was cold so

we moved on quickly up the ridge to

join the Kelton trail which was to

take us down off the mountain. On
the way down some of the campers

became so hot that by the time we
came to Coosuck Falls they wanted to

go in for a dip. No councillor at-

tempted the icy water, however. After

the swimmers climbed out, dressed,

and lined up at the top of the hill,

we started off at a good pace back to

the truck across the level ground. We
arrived at the truck, walking the last

part of the way along a single track

railroad line, at about five o'clock.

The drive from Randolph to Lafa-

yette place took about an hour. There
was a sign on the gate at Lafayette

place saying "No Vacancy," but we
went in to ask anyway. The ranger
said that since we were a camp group
we could pitch camp in the picnic

area. The price would be $9. This
was quite a shock to the trip leader,

who thought that one could camp
there for free. After we coughed up
the $9, the ranger showed us where
we might build our fire and do our
baking. A smooth camp was soon
in running condition and supper was
served. Supper was capped off by a

delicious pudding (if I do say so my-
self) and we all went to bed.

Second Day

Just as everything seemed to go
smoothly that first night, everything

went wrong for us in the morning.
Although we were up in good time, the

fire didn't seem to start itself. Al-

though the cereal was done well, there

was a tragedy over the biscuits. Your
reporter has only one recollection:

the biscuit batter filling up two pots

and an empty five pound box of

biscuit mix beside them. This, we
were assured, would be enough to

fill the whole camp three times over,

let alone the small group of thirty that

we had on the trip. Due to our re-

luctance to throw out this marvelous
mixture, we did not get on the road
for Whitehouse trail until almost 11

o'clock.
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The pack into Liberty was nothing

but hard work. We would hike for a

bit, rest, count off and hike some more.

The first party we met coming down
after we had left the junction with the

Liberty Spring trail behind told us it

was only fifteen minutes from where

we were to the shelter. The next

party told us it was half an hour. The
next party told us it was an hour and a

half from where we were to the shelter.

We then realized that we had come to

some Wonderland where the time ran

backward, so we sat down and passed

out a chocolate bar and an orange all

around (except for Tiger, who dis-

tained such earthly pleasure as food

at that point.) This plan worked
so well that in ten minutes we had
reached the shelter and had sprawled

out on the ground. After a little rest

an eager group of hikers attempted Mt.

Liberty. Upon reaching the top, they

were rewarded with one of the best

views of the trip. Bob Bray took sev-

eral pictures, and the rest of us had a

good time. The side trip arrived

back at Liberty Shelter just in time to

start supper.

After a hearty meal of rice, cheese

and bacon, topped off with some of

Tiger Bob's famed chocolate pudding,

we fell off to a sound sleep.

Third Day

The third day rose cloudy and
threatened rain. Down in the valley

the sun was shining through some
holes in the clouds, but the rest of the

sky looked black. In order to save

time, we French-fried some toast

instead of making pancakes. Even at

that, the camp that came in the day
before was on the trail a half hour
before we started at 9 o'clock. The
main party started up the trail to the

ridge, while Jim stayed behind to do

some last minute banking. When we
had all collected together again, we
started along the ridge at little short of

a gallop. We spotted the other camp
on Little Haystack as we reached the

base. We pressed on up the slope, but

the next time we had a chance to see

them they were in the clouds on Lin-

coln.

Dick called a halt just before going

out on the rocks above tree line. He
told us that we must move out in

single file and stay in sight of the man
in front. If he should move out of

sight into the clouds, we were to shout

out to stop. With this in mind, we
started up the open ridge. On the

left we could see nothing but the cloud

boiling up the side of the mountain,
with the cold driving wind behind it;

on the right, down in the valley of the

Pemi, we could see the bright sun

shining on the trees. After much
climbing up and scrambling down we
reached what seemed to be the top.

Now we could see nothing but white

on all sides. From all sides came the

cry for lunch, so the packs were put

down and the feast prepared. We had
bread, peanut butter, jam, ham,oranges
and chocolate. Rest hour was cut

short as the wind began to cut through

our wool shirts. Fifteen minutes later

we reached the real objective. Mount
Lafayette. At this point we were two
hours ahead of maximum time for

reaching the top. The time was 12:15.

We had come a tough 5 miles in 33^
hours. Good time with the heavy
load we were carrying.

Fifteen to twenty minutes after we
started down Lafayette, we came out

from under the clouds. From then on
it was nothing but breaking all the way
until we came down to tree line again.

After a brief stop at a spring at the

bottom, we began a short climb up to
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the Garfield Shelter. About that time

it began to rain down from some
mysterious clouds that had been

sneaking up on us from the Notch.

Some took out rain gear, but most
just sloshed on through the rain to get

to the shelter. We finally arrived

there at 3:30, only to find that another

camp was already there. After a little

convincing, however, we persuaded

the eight of them to take up quarters

in one side of the shelter and the

sixteen of us took over the other. The
arrangement worked out best for the

trip leader, who had an air mattress

and could therefore sleep comfortably

in the middle aisle between the two
sides.

After a brief rest that included a

minor war with pine bows, supper

was eaten. It was thought that pan-

cakes would make a good dessert, so

our chief mixerupper was again put to

work. It was also duly passed that all

(yes, all) the pancake batter should be

made. After two pancakes apiece

and the sky really cleared off, another

bootleg trip was arranged to climb

Garfield. During their absence at a

point where each of those remaining

had consumed five or more pancakes

(half of the delicious batter remaining

in the pot), Sure Food Meisenhelter

(as he is known to his friends) kicked

the contents of said pot all over

everywhere. Some remained on the

top of his shoe, and he promptly

scraped it off, cooked and fed it to one
of our better known JC's, the result

of which experiment are still unde-

termined. The bootleg trip came back

just after sunset and all hands turned

in for a much needed rest.

The next day was comparatively

uneventful. We ate breakfast and
were finished packing by 9. Our
route down the mountain was an old

road which used to supply the fire

tower with transportation. We ar-

rived at Gale River Camp Ground at

11:40, just ten minutes late. Not bad
considering that we had gone 25 miles

across some of the toughest country

in New England, carrying all our food

and clothing with us. Nibby came
along with the truck five minutes after

we had arrived. We loaded up and
were on our way back to camp.
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KATAHDIN TRIP

The Boys

Rod Bass Abbott Fay

Charlie Bissell John Gepson
Galen Brewster Stim Kennedy
Tommy Cunningham George Payne
Sandy Delone Charlie McCarthy
Pete Draper Chick Schilleci

Jeep Draper Sam Stewart
Tom Elliman Robby Truitt
Ed Bassett Billy Walker

Rowland Wasgatt

Guide

Larry Plummer

The Councillors

Dana Ripley John Sargent
Charlie Barb Chris Williams

Saturday, June 30

We arrived at Roaring Brook camp
grounds and enjoyed a meal of ham-
burgers, potatoes and beans, but not

the mosquitoes.

Sunday, July 1

We awoke to a slightly cloudy day

and readied ourselves for the long

trek up the mountain. The party

was led by Dana Ripley, with Tommy
Cunningham and Bill Walker on his

heels. Following close behind them
were the rest of us with Larry Plummer
in the rear.

We stopped at Basin Pond for one

of our many rests. Candy bars were
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handed out while we refreshed our-

selves with a drink of cold water from
the pond and looked for fossils. At
this point we got our first glance at

some of the lower peaks but Baxter

Peak was hidden in the clouds. We
reached our base camp at Chimney
Pond full of "Vim and Vigor."

Monday, July 2

The rain which began the night

before continued until about noon of

the next day. After it stopped we got

our best view of Baxter Peak and the

Knife Edge. We devoured a quick

meal of sandwiches and began our

ascent of Hamlin Ridge. At one of

our stops we were treated to a view of

the whole North Basin as the clouds

lifted for a few minutes.

Reaching the highest point on the

Ridge, we went down the other side

and across the Lawn, which is a fairly

level area about 4,000 feet high. A
little way beyond the Lawn Johnny
Sargent and Charlie Barb had a snow-
ball fight. After this adventure, we
descended the hazardous Saddle Trail

and arrived back at our camp for a

short rest before supper. After supper,

Chick Schilleci went to sleep and
when he awoke about an hour later

Galen Brewster and Charlie McCarthy
told him that he had overslept and we
were ready to climb the Peak. A very

worried Chick hurried into his clothes

and went to see Larry. Larry enjoyed

the joke immensely and then en-

lightened Chick.

Tuesday, July 3

The next morning after an early

breakfast and filled with stories of the

mountain we started up Pamola. At
the top, there was a pile of stones

with a stick hanging out of them. Rod

Bass pulled on it and disturbed a nest

of hornets which swarmed around us.

We beat a hasty retreat down the other

side. After half crawling and half

sliding down the Knife Edge we reached

the summit, Baxter Peak. We had a

refreshing lunch of sandwiches and
oranges and then we proceeded down
the back side of the peak across the

Lawn to Thoreau Springs. We
dragged ourselves back across the

Lawn and down the Saddle Trail to

complete the day's activities.

Wednesday, July 4

Our fourth day dawned clear and
cold, and after a hearty breakfast we
decided to go up into the Great Basin

which surrounds Chimney Pond.

Since there was no trail we followed

the river bed for a while and then

turned off and climbed up a fresh

landslide. There at the head of the

landslide was an arch of snow. Here
we stopped for a candy bar and a

drink of ice cold water from the snow.

Soon afterwards we returned to our

camp and prepared to descend to

Roaring Brook where we spent the

night, tired but well filled by one of

Larry's and Dana's meals.

Thursday, July 5

As the truck rumbled along the

road towards Kieve, all agreed that

we had had a great trip and everyone

wanted to return.

Chris Williams

Rowland Wasgatt
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THE MACHIAS RIVER TRIP

The Boys

Lindsay

Walker IVlCv^ARTH I

Wasgatt oCrllLLtL-1

Payne O 1 AVbKb

Cunningham O 1 t,WAK 1

1 KUl 1 1 St tt t tvan

SlSE p. Draper
Rrewster Kennedy
Elliman Bassett

DeLone Gepson
The Councillors

L. Plummer C. Barb

D. Ripley D. Crowe
C. Williams

This log was written as a letter to C.

Barb's girl. — Ed.

A bunch of us are sitting here on
AUagash Lake helping Charlie write

the Machias log. Boy, does he have a

terrible memory!

After a day's delay due to rain and
the failure of the truck we finally

started out early one cloudy morning
— the fear of rain in every heart. It

was an uneventful ride up country

with everyone amused by Doug's

stories. We did dodge showers in the

late afternoon. Our campsite cer

tainly won't be known as very beauti

ful — a water filled swamp with rain

during the night. The only good
thing about the whole day, which was
remembered by Chick, was the evening

meal.

Our second day broke clear and
beautiful. We pushed off across Duck
Lake, down Duck Stream, dragging

over a small dam which caused wet

feet (for all— except Barb!), on across

Junior Lake and into Scraggly Lake.

All were surprised when we reached a

very nice camp site in time for lunch.

It seemed that such a site wasn't de-

serving of just a half day's work. The
nicest thing about the site was the

plentiful supply of chopped wood.
This evening we had baked tuna as

Moose will recall. Rodney Sargent

made his appearance at campfire and
in most of our dreams that night.

The next day's paddle down to the

esker on Grand Lake was highlighted

by some high flying jets and a mer-

ganser that Barb and Kennedy claim

to have seen. The afternoon rest for

the councillors was interrupted by two
motor boats — with a real live girl in

one which went by. Rodney returned

again in the evening.

Today was the day of the big push.

Rising early we pushed on across

Grand Lake and into Sysladobsis

after a short but hurried carry around

the dam. It was here that last year we
met some flying forest rangers. At
our lunch spot and proposed camp
site, Charlie, Doug, and Chris pre-

pared the lunch while Larry and
Dana went to see our friend Mr.
Lewis. We must say Charlie's meal

was not quite up to par. We tumped
our canoes across the portage that

afternoon— Draper, Gepson, Brewster

and Barb became confused as to the
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route and finally had to resort to

usin^ Sise's directions. After dinner,

back on the other side, Mr. Lewis

picked up our supplies and carried

them across while the rest of us ran

Charlie's let^s off. After a short paddle

up Fourth Lake we pitched camp
damp and tired. Due to Mr. Plum-

mer's kind discipline, Payne was not

rained out in the nocturnal storm.

The rains started descending late

Friday evening the thirteenth, hut it

was the fourteenth that yot wet.

Walker and Lindsay though they

pitched on the windward side of the

hill and were the laughing stock of

everyone, had the last laugh when
they remained dry. The day dragged

as rainy days do, but with evening

came clearing skies and a wild game of

canoe tag. The famous epic of "Little

Joe" was recounted around the camp-
fire along with the strains of "re-

member your mothers and sisters,

boys."

Despite a menacing head wind
Larry decided to take his boys on the

planned side trip to Fifth Lake Stream.

Lunch was detained much to the dis-

gust of Charlie McCarthy. The
afternoon turned into a quiet "Hack
fest." It was off to bed early for the

next day was to be filled with adven-

ture.

It was down Fourth Lake Stream in

real rapids for all eight canoes. It

was a marvel that Dana's canoe with

four occupants made it through the

low water. Pushing hard we made
the beaches by lunch. Tom Cun-
ningham nearly caused the swamping
of Doug's canoe by mentioning a

large blood sucker on the side; na-

turally all three occupants leaned over
for a closer look. After a meagre

lunch — Barb being especially hungry
today — the afternoon was passed

with reading, 'riting, and resting. The
planned campfire in the evening was
called off because of the bugs.

The following day broke clear and
hot. The morning was occupied by
resting by all except Stewart and Gep-
son who went looking for Indian

relics with Dana and Larry. During
the afternoon, a game of capture the

flag was played; both Gaines and
Cunningham came out second best

when they were tackled in mud
puddles by Joe Sullivan.

"Roll out." We moved down
Second Lake today where Dana, Larry,

and Doug spoke to the men at the

lumber camp and discovered that

there was a drive on the river below

First Lake. As a result we would
have to take out at Second Lake where
there was a road. This decision met
with varied emotions from all. Again
this evening the bugs forced us into

our hammocks at an early hour.

The next day was a rest day, and
was spent fishing and exploring. After
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lunch the local forest ranger arrived to

ask about our fire permit. Once again

the bugs forced us to retreat to the

safety of our hammocks at an early

hour.

As the hike up Washington Bald

Mountain the next morning neared,

everyone moved slower — just coin-

cidence I guess. We finally got off, all

eager and raring to go. As the trail

lengthened the line of trippers did

also. The forest ranger pointed out

our route of travels and told us many
interesting bear stories during our

luncheon date at the tower. Camp
seemed a hundred miles away, but

all made it back to the site for dinner

and went to bed tired but happy that

they had made the trip up the hill and
were proud of our accomplishment.

"It's Don!" Those magic words.

We had the campsite all cleared u]

and were sitting on our packs engagec

in our favorite pastime, chewing th<

fat and griping good-naturedly, when
the truck rolled in. We all pitched ii

so the truck and trailer were sooi

packed with what was left of us. W(
had a rather long yet pleasant rid(

home with plenty of tale telling an<

singing. Lunch time was spent

Knox State Park in Bucksport.

explored the fort and boy was it neat

After a stop at Moody's we arrived a1

camp with a cheer.

It was a great trip with lots of thril

and spills and "interesting" momentsj

Sincerely yours.

The Machias Boys — 1956
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THE ALLAGASH RIVER TRIP

July 26 August 16

July 26

We rose early, had a 5:30 breakfast

and were off by 6:15. It was a nice

day, the truck was not too crowded,

and we reached Chesuncook about

4:30 in the afternoon. After un-

loading the truck we went over to see

Ripogenus Dam and saw some logs

being sluiced down a chute. We re-

turned, had an early supper, and
sacked in early in preparation for the

long paddle up the lake in the morning.

July 27

All arose early and were off at 7:30

with a slight tail wind to aid us. We
paddled up Chesuncook Lake and
arrived for lunch at Cunningham
Brook at 12:15, record time. We
loafed for the rest of the afternoon

and hit the sack right after dinner. We
got a little rain in the night.

July 28

A rest day. We hiked up Chesun-
cook Village to mail some post cards,

came back for lunch and did as we
pleased for the rest of the day.

July 29

Today we paddled against a strong

head wind up the rest of Chesuncook
and up Black Lake to Caucomogomac
Stream. We then paddled against the

wind, current, and pulp logs to the

bottom of some rapids called The
Horserace, which we had to drag up
the next day.

July 30

We started off at nine and were at

Caucomogomoc Lake by one. We
were worried at the start that there

might be more pulp logs, but there

were none. We then proceeded up
Ciss Stream to Upper Round Pond,

the beginning of the three mile portage

which we would start in the morning.

July 31

Today was our first day across the

portage. Lindsay, Walker, Wasgatt,

and the council carried the canoes and
the rest of the group carried wannigans
and packs. The portage was wet and
muddy and it took two hours to cross.

We ate lunch on Allagash Lake and
then walked back. We hit the sack

early after a long day.

August 1

Today we carried all the wannigans,

except the kitchen, over the still

muddy portage. We had a slight

accident when Stavers cut his leg on
the buck-saw.

August 2

The third day of the portage and
the last. We tumped the duffels and
were off. Payne, Lindsay, Schilleci,



DeLone, and Stavers didn't stop at

the half-way spring and were across in

an hour. We had lunch and then it

was decided we would climb AUagash
Mountain. When we came back we
had supper and went to bed after the

ranger finished his visit.

August 3

Today we paddled across AUagash
against a near gale wind to a point just

below "the beaches." It was only six

miles so the rest of the day was for

resting and washing.

August 4

Today was a rest day set aside for

exploring the AUagash Caves. After

this activity, in which Walker, Cun-
ningham, Payne and Truitt excelled,

we returned to our campsite and
paddled to the beaches for a "tub."

We rested the remainder of the day
and at supper the "ones" beat the

"twos" in a wood hunt and won
themselves extra cake. We had our
first campfire tonight.

August 5

We got off fairly early today and
after paddling across mirror smooth
AUagash Lake, we reached AUagash
Stream at 10:45. The water was so

low that we poled down and reached
Little AUagash FaUs at LOO. It had
been a showery morning but the sun
finally broke through and the late

afternoon was pleasant.

August 6

We finished the rest of AUagash
Stream and made it to our campsite,

"the crow's nest," on Chamberlain
Lake for a late lunch. It rained on
and off during the afternoon.

August 7

We paddled down Chamberlain
Lake to Lock Dam where we stopped

for a half hour to see Jim Clarkson

who is the dam keeper. He showed us

the hide of a bear that he had shot

Wednesday night. We stopped for

lunch just before the Tramway on
Eagle Lake; following lunch we went
over to the Tramway and saw the

locomotive that had been left there

and then we paddled to our campsite

at Ziglers.

August 8

A rest day. The only thing that

happened was, right after lunch,

Charlie Coe, a forest ranger, flew in

our mail and flew Pete Draper back to

Little AUagash Falls to get his braces

which he had left behind.

August 9

We were off at 9:30, after Charlie

arrived with more mail, and paddled

down Eagle Lake to the "Banks" on
Churchill Lake. Our campfire was

cut short by rain.
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August 10

A rainy rest day. We sacked in all

day until it cleared in the afternoon.

It clouded over again soon and our

campfire was once again cut short by
Mother Nature.

August 11

We got an early start and paddled

the rest of the way down Churchill to

the beginning of Chase's Carry. Every-

thing went fine until Draper swamped
and Walker's canoe filled. After

Chase's we went down the Allagash

River to Umsaskis Lake where we
camped at the Thoroughfare. It

rained as we were pitching, but cleared

up in time for a wood detail.

August 12

We were up early and paddled

through the Throughfare and up Long
Lake to the Allagash River. We had
lunch on the river and paddled to

Lower Round Pond after our meal.

We were fascinated by the sight of

Wanderlust and their 22 canoes as we
hit the pond.

August 13

Today was a rest day and we de-

cided to climb the mountain on which
the forest ranger had his fire tower.

It was 2 miles away, but was more a

walk than a climb. When we got

back we had a tub, then lunch, then

loafed. After supper at campfire

Charlie told of the fabulous "Necco
Wafer."

August 14

Today we were supposed to start

down river, but since it was raining we
decided to wait until tomorrow and
make one big push.

August 15

The day of the big push, we were up
and packed before sunrise. We pad-

dled 22 miles down to Meshaw Farms
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in the morning and stopped to eat

lunch there. We then paddled four

more miles to Big AUagash Falls

where we stopped for a while, and

then eight more miles to Twin Brooks,

our campsite. We hit the sack pretty

early in anticipation of tomorrow's

truck ride.

August 16

We woke up at five as Don rolled in.

The night was cold and there was ice

on the fly. We were off by seven and
all very sorry to leave the woods. We
stopped in Ft. Kent and crossed into

Canada. We stopped once more for

lunch, and then at six we rolled into

Moody's. After everyone had eaten

his fill we returned to Kieve a tired,

dirty, but happy group.

John Sargent

^eard on the Hill

I'll bight — Tom Reardon

And I don't mean perhaps! — Phil

Josiah!!' — The Council

Well, hots tots for you — George Browne

Holy Toledo — Dicky Lord

I'm experienced — Halsted

Throw him a rubber bone — Melville

Please don't play with my weather vane — Bob Nichols

Leave us pray — Bill

The Red Sox — Sam
Other window — Kitchen Creu'

O. K. Shakespeare, what's your next tragedy? — The campers

Get it, got it, good — Everyone
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The Log

Each evening after his duties are completed the O.D.

writes in the log his recollections of the outstanding hap-

penings of the day so that we may recall our moments of

happiness in the woods during the winter months.



Tuesday, June 26

The first day of camp!

This report should be divided into

three parts: last minute preparations

at camp, the long wait after supper, and
the final glorious arrival at camp of

the howling mob.

During the day, the crew put last

paint on the canoes. This O. D.

went for a long swim to find the

missing anchors. The tennis courts

received their tape and nets.

After supper the wait began. A
pool was started on when the bus

would arrive. As reports of flat tires

began to pour in, the council began to

lose interest in the horseshoe pit

(where George took Phil 21-8 and
Dick 21-4).

Then the buses appeared with their

screaming cargo. At first we didn't

believe that they had really arrived,

but soon hollering broke out from

both boys and councillors. "South

Glenayr . . . What cabin are you in?

. . . Bobby, you're in North Harris . . .

Bunker Hill ..." The boys dashed

madly to their cabins, then to soup,

bank, and bed. — Dick Carden

Wednesday, June 27

The second day of camp dawned
bright and clear, but this was only

the calm before the happy storm and
confusion of the first day on a regular

schedule.

Reveille was postponed from 7:15

until 8:00 to allow the boys extra rest

after the long trip to camp. After a

hearty and filling pancake breakfast

we heard the first announcements
from Stoky, had the introduction

of the council, and then settled into

our seats for a few more short notices

pertaining to the first day of camp.

The remainder of the morning in-

cluded tours of the camp by each bunk-

house, a meeting of the trip group and
our first dip in the lake. As we
traversed the familiar or unfamiliar

areas, we noted that the camp had
been carefully and neatly prepared for

the opening day. The docks, floats,

canoes, rowboats, and sailboats were

brightly painted and the waterfront

diving float moved to the end of the

dock. Larry Plummer met with all of

the older boys to make preliminary

plans for the trip program. At 11:45

the swim gong gave us a chance for a

refreshing dip following an introduc-

tion to the safety program by Phil.

Lunch was followed by a few more
announcements and a shift to rain

from the clear sky of the morning.

The waterfront operated under only

minor hardships due to the weather

and nine boys conquered the wind
and waves between the island and the

shore. They were: Tommy Thomp-
son, Rowland Wasgatt, Pete Draper,

Chick Schilleci, Moose Gaines, Tom
Elliman, Bill Stavers, Charlie Mc-
Carthy, and Sam Stewart. Nibby
and Chick Schilleci provided the first

opportunity to test the rescue opera-

tions as their rowboat sprung a leak

and filled with water. Billy Coleman
caught the first fish of 1956, a 13 inch

pickerel.

Shop projects were started by several

boys and others had their first session

on the rifle range.

In the evening, we enjoyed a movie
in Innisfree, then went to our bunks
tired but happy. — Bill Boshyshell

Thursday, June 28

This was to be our first normal
camp day, but we certainly did not
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get off to a normal start. Why? No
Water!! Stoky had an unscheduled,

pre-breakfast swim trying to remedy
the situation, but the problem was
still with us. However, the pump was
fixed by mid-morning, but by noon we
were again in the same situation — no
water. This time it was caused by a

temporary shut down of electricity by

the power company. We all learned

to appreciate the importance of water

in our daily camp routine.

Phil had a busy time at the water-

front with the swimming tests. The
following boys passed their tests:

Island swim — Bob Kennedy, Tim
Bolton, Kenny Van Durand, Toby
Richardson, Joe Halstead, Sandy Dwi-

nell, Happ Carr, Abbot Fay, John
Dunning, Phil Bolton, Monty Meigs,

Ed Gushing, George Wood, and Pete

Taylor. Intermediate swimmers—
Bob Kennedy, John Dunning, Monty
Meigs, Joe Halstead, Dave Marsh, and
Tim Bolton. Beginners — Phil Bolton,

Dave Lord, Pete Garter, Dickie Lord,

Toby Richardson, Ed Gushing, Audie
DeLone, George Wood, and Tins

Van Durand.
Nibby saw six fellows earn white

arrows on the archery range. They
were: Dick Lord, Tom Elliman, Dave
Lord, Ken Van Durand, Tim Lanahan,
and Jeep Draper.

The Kieve Weather Bureau went

into full operation and even ventured

an eight hour forecast.

The evening program produced bas-

ketball and tennis for the Harrises,

capture the flag for the Glenayrs, and
volleyball and dodgeball for the Bunk-

er Hills. — Don Wales

Friday June 29

A beautiful sunrise greeted us (ac-

cording to Dana — the only man up

at that unearthly hour). Most of the

activities were well attended. Gharlie

Barb and the point boys set up tents

on our camp sites, and several notable

achievements took place during the

morning. Jeep Draper and Don
Brewster made their black arrows at

the "archery" range; Ghic Schilleci,

Moose Gaines, Gharlie McGarthy,
Bill Stavers, Tom Elliman, Ken Van
Durand, Pete Draper, Sam Stewart,

and Abbott Fay qualified for their

swimmer cards; and Don Wales had
an expedition to Sandy Gove seeking

nature specimens — as if there aren't

enough Specimens around camp.

After supper we had a demonstra-

tion by Larry involving the mysteries

of the jungle hammock. Everyone

listened attentively while Larry re-

lated tales of the North Woods.
Wrestling matches followed in Innis-

free and included in the all star card

were the following. Pete Truitt vs.

i
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Dave Marsh, Robby Emory vs. Toby
Richardson, Happ Carr vs. John
Gepson, Dick Rapalyea vs. Robb
Meisenhelter, Skip Fowler vs. Harton
Semple, Pete Fox vs. Josiah Bacon,

Joe Halsted vs. Phil Bolton, and
Monty Meigs vs. Bobby Bohlen.

— Phil Maroney

Saturday, June 30

The first Saturday of the 1956

season was, according to the weather

station, partly cloudy with showers

possible in the afternoon. Luckily the

rain stayed away and a full day was
enjoyed by all.

The Katahdin trip left immediately

after breakfast, being sped on their

way by a rousing Kieve Cheer.

At the Waterfront, Pete Taylor

and Dave Poor passed their inter-

mediate tests. Tim Jackson, Bobby
Bohlen, Monty Meigs, Robb Meisen-

helter, Chuck Caldwell, Tim Lanahan,

John Townsend, Happ Carr, Tim
Huston, and Tim Bolton all became
official Red Cross swimmers.

At the archery range. Tins Van
Durand got his white arrow and his

brother Kenny, Bob Evans, and Monty
Meigs qualified for black arrow.

In the after supper games the Penob-

scots shut out the Pennacooks in

volley ball, three games to none. The
Scot hoop squad overpowered the

Pemaquids on the basketball court,

while the Pennacooks, sparked by the

fine pitching and hitting of Bruce

Lindsay, who accounted for all of

their runs, beat the Quids 5-L
— Nibhy Hinchman

Sunday, July 1

Although all campers remained in

bed silently until reveille, of course,

there were some early risers at Kieve.

On his way over from the red farm-

house Don Wales spotted the tracks

of a doe and her fawn. Aunt Harriet

believes there are several in the region.

The first tub of the season was ex-

perienced without any serious con-

fusion or excessive dirt behind the

ears.

The chapel was beautiful today with

a blue sky above and Lake Damaris-

cotta sparkling through the trees. Bill

initiated a series of sermons on
Christian heroes by talking about

Simon Peter, the fisher of men.
Fine ability and tense competition

were found during watersports in the

afternoon. North Bunker Hill and
North Glenayr succumbed to their

southern rivals, 40 to 52.

Bob Emory's birthday cake added
to a dandy hot-dog cook-out. The
day ended with a game of passing the

tennis ball with chin and chest only,

several lively songs by Dick and guitar

around the campfire and finally a word
or two on canoe tripping by Stoky.

— George Chase

Monday, July 2

Though rain threatened a good day

for the start of the Damariscotta Lake

trips, weather and spirits began to

shine after breakfast. With an effi-

cient bunk-house departure of Harris,

Bunker Hill, and Glenayr, Kieve was
again left silent along the lake shore.

Included in Glenayr' s wannigan was a

birthday cake for Sandy Dwinell.

Though it would probably become
rather soggy before the arrival at

Sandy Cove, the spirit and thought-

fulness of Kieve was afloat.

— Bob Nichols

Tuesday, July 3

We came back from the first lake

trip of the season today. Reports of
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this trip may be found in the trip

section of the Annual.

Regular activities began in the

afternoon. Several boys received

swimming awards, and the first award
was given out to Robin Ross at supper.

In tennis Sandy Stengel and Johnny
Townsend started the summer at the

top of the ladder. — Dick Carden

Wednesday, July 4

The United States' annual remem-
berance of our battle for independence
was honored calmly and quietly in

Kieve, wafted by the warm breezes

and baked by the warm sun.

We celebrated with seven extra

minutes of sleep due to a slip of the

OD's watch. From this start, the

tempo was increased to normal by
flag and the day produced some un-

usual occurances.

The morning swim was attended

by three bulls and a cow from the

neighboring farm. Dick Garwood
attempted to play cowboy and herd

them up the hill, but Teddy proved
more effective, chasing them out of the

tennis courts and over the archery

range, crushing one of the targets in

the stampede.

Weighing in at the end of the first

week showed that many boys had
already gained a pound or two. Don
Weston's food and Maine air have

begun to take effect already.
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On the rifle range there were two
excellent targets turned in by Nat
Carter-46 and Johnny Townsend-45.

Several boys passed their swimmer
tests and two others proved their

worth in the intermediate class by

mastering all except the island swim.

Eleven boys and two councillors

instituted the Red Cross Junior and
Senior Life Saving courses. Mike
(Teddy Bear) Hanna and Rick Stok-

inger are assisting Phil with the

juniors as a part of their training for

Senior Life Saving.

The evening was enlivened by the

celebration of Tins Van Durand's

birthday. He was so generous with

his cake that he almost was left out

when it came time to eat it.

The evening activities were most
exciting. Crowe, Lindsay, Sullivan,

and Stavers whipped De Lone, Gaines,

Ken Van Durand, and Sise in Gordie

ball 11 to 10.

A no hit ball game was hurled by

Johnny Townsend with his S. Glenayr

team mates making many fine plays in

the field. They shellacked N. Glenayr
9-0 in six innings. Bill Coleman
caught the slants of Townsend and
Monty Meigs hobbled out of the sick

bay to contribute a hit. Bobby Evans
played flawless ball in right field for

the losers and Nat Carter relieved

Fitzsimons in the third for the same
team.

The Bunker Hills played three games
of capture the flag at the top of the

hill. North won all three, taking the

first with mass charges on the flag

and the third by capturing most of

their opponents before the big charge.

The lively day was quietly ushered

out when the Bunker Hills sang taps

on the rock outside the bunk house
and Skip Fowler repeated it one-half

hour later on his Saxaphone.
— W. A. Boshyshell

Thursday, July 5

A new duty was added to the con-

servation and erosion duty today,

namely watering down the road area

in front of the dining hall entrance.

Thus Kieve's dust bowl was brought
under control by Doug Crowe and his

crew. George Chase took over the

waterfront activities in the absence of

Phil and all departments were oper-

ating in high gear during the activity

periods. Stoky was happy to hear his

order for six new ping pong paddles

had arrived but was not sure how they

could be used, for they looked more
like canoe paddles. Two more water

bars were added to the waterfront

path and the bank received a touch of

paint on the interior. The Katahdin
trippers returned during supper and
gave the appearance of seasoned

mountaineers. Fragmental highlights

of the trip, such as their being chased

by a moose whetted the curiosity of

the camp but the complete report was
postponed until Friday. The Kieve

Cinema held the spotlight with *Tly-

ing Tigers" and the day was brought to

a close by singing taps followed by the

prayer. Those receiving awards today

were— Archery: Toby Richardson,

black arrow, Ken Van Durand and
Robby Emory, blue arrow; Riflery:

Tommy Thompson, pro-marksman,

Skip Fowler, marksman, and Nat
Carter, sharpshooter. — D. B. Wales

Friday, July 6

The first cold rainy day of the season

gave us a chance to try out the indoor

program. For the first time since

"the damp year" (1954) both swims
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were missed, but other activities flour-

ished. Two hardy campers even
passed sin^^le canoe KA's — Pete Dra-
per and Sandy Stengel. Timmy Jack-

son earned his pro-marksman badge.

Fly tying, boxing, wrestling, shop, and
nature (Chase's bird watchers) drew
well. In addition, bunk houses were
able to rehearse skits for Saturday's

Playhouse.

The evening saw a varied program
at Innisfree. Dana and the boys who
took the Katahdin trip gave an in-

teresting account of their adventures.

Then followed a series of the most
exciting wrestling matches ever held

at Kieve. The grapplers were Joey
Sullivan, Bill Bissell, Mike Melville,

Chuck Caldwell, Johnny Townsend,
Sandy Stengel, Sandy DeLone, John
Gepson, Dave Poor, Skip Fowler,

Robby Emory, Pete Truitt, Pete Taylor,

Nicky Ruffin, Bobby Bohlen, and Ed
Bassett. The climax of the evening's

entertainment was a boxing exhibition

between Pete Fox and Tins Van Du-
rand. — Phil Maroney

Saturday, July 7

Yesterday's rain hung over Kieve

for another day. Once again the

activities were governed by the weather.

At the rifle range, Chick Schilleci

qualified as pro-marksman, Rowland
Wasgatt as marksman and Bruce

Lindsay and Bill Coleman received

their first bars.

Sixty per- cent of the non island

swimmers in camp left that class

today as Audie DeLone, Dick and
Dave Lord, Nicky Ruffin, Pete Carter,

and Jeep Draper covered the 600 yards

in a mass migration.

The Kieve Playhouse opened to a

capacity crowd tonight. Each bunk-
house presented a brief skit ranging

from quiz shows and takeoffs on camp
life to South Bunker Hill's production
of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. The
applause was deafening and following

song, prayer, and cheer, the young
thespians trundled off to bed, antici-

pating favorable reviews in the morn-
ing. — Nibhy Hinchman.

^1

m
Sunday, July 8

Low-hanging clouds greeted the

foggy eyes of Kieve campers for the

third consecutive day, but the weather

did not curtail any of the activities.

Tub was a success; nobody stayed in

more than the minimum time neces-

sary to pass Phil's examination. The
regular chapel service was graced by
the presence of Mrs. Stoky at the

organ. Bill gave his second sermon in

his series about Christian heroes.

This time he told us about Paul, who
truly "fought the good fight, carried

the faith and finished the course."

Lunch ended with some spiritual

singing and the announcement that

the Harrises won inspection for the

week, and that Dave Marsh remains

the neatest boy in camp. After rest

and a letter home there took place a

nature scavenger hunt. Sharing the
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laurels, only because the Pennacooks
failed to corral a snake which would
have doubled their score, were the

Pemaquids and Penobscots. The en-

suing ball game was a thriller but as

Stoky put it, "The Councillors are

finding it a pretty tough world to com-
pete in this summer." Joe Sullivan

stole the show with some "exciting"

decisions.

After a dip and the cook-out the

camp undertook to learn a score of

songs for mass song fests. Bruce

Lindsay and Billy Walker did nobly in

convincing all that there was some sort

of tune that went with the words.

Then with the Kieve song, cheer, and a

prayer, everyone hustled off to bed.

— G. W. Chase

Monday, July 9

Yes, the fourth day of rain found the

whole Kieve camp sloshing around
anticipating clearing weather and the

start of the second series of camping
trips. Showers continued, however,

stalling even the camp truck which
prevented the Machias trip from de-

parting. Good excuse to keep dry,

boys!

The camp program continued de-

spite the weather with a midway in

Innisfree. The events ranged from
ring toss to penny pitch with a tie

going to the Pennacooks and the

Penobscots with a total of 398 points

for first place.

Our afternoon program started with

a first aid lecture by Stoky followed by
activities and swim. Innisfree once

again was full for the evening program
with games in tag, cuckoo and Kieve

hockey. Kieve hockey became in-

troduced with a three period contest

between the Point and Harris. The
Point won 11-0. To conclude an
active day at Kieve, came tornado

warnings. Don't fear my friends, for

tomorrow uill be clear according to the

Kieve weather bureau. — Boh Nichols

Tuesday, July 10

Lake Trips.

Wednesday, July 11

A bright sunny day saw almost no
activity in camp Kieve as all the boys

were out on lake trips. The only

sounds to be heard were the cries

of the loon, Teddy's barking and the

put-put of the Kieve motor canoe as

Stoky traveled out to see how the

boys were faring. — W. A. Bosbyshell

Thursday, July 12

"Take your pack up to the bunk-
house and return for tub." "Air your

sleeping bags and hammocks." Thus
ran our instructions as we returned

from Woodlot, Pink House, Windy
Island, and Sandy Cove. At noon-

time, we were fascinated by a rare

occurrence; we were buzzed by a

U. S. Navy fighter plane and memories

of the movie "Flying Tigers" were

stirred as we watched the plane come
in over Innisfree on the final run. Was
the pilot an ex-camper, ex-councillor,

friend, relative? We don't know, but

we won't forget the experience. Activ-

ities period in the afternoon produced

two KA'sin meterology — Ted Whitney
and Tim Huston. Our evening en-

tertainment was "Tobor the Great," a

most unusual robot. As we left Innis-

free we saw many miniature Tobors
stiffly heading for the bunkhouses
letting no obstacle remain in their

path. — D. B. Wales

Friday, July 13

This day will be remembered (espe-

cially by Pete Taylor) as one which
started with a big splash!! the
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weather was perfect, however, and the
day was full of activity. Johnny
Townsend received his sharpshooter
badge at the rifle range; Jeep Draper
earned his Red Cross swimmer rating;

and several "junior hirdmen" made
KA's at nature.

The evening found a varied program
physical exertion, exercise, and

exhaustion. A tribal dodge ball game
was won by the Scots, with the Cooks
a close second. The entertainment
featured seven wrestling matches and
three boxing bouts. The matmen
were: Pete Carter, Mike Lanahan,
Robb Meisenhelter, Robin Ross, Joe
Halsted, Wardie Francis, Dave Poor,
Peter Truitt, Robby Emory, Tim
Lanahan, Roddy Bass, Dick Rapalyea,
Bobby Bohlen, and Johnny Town-
send. The pugilists included: Dave
Marsh and Skip Fowler.

— Phil Maroney

Saturday, July 14

There was 7:30 reveille this morning
due to a drenching downpour. By
Indian Circle time the weather had
improved enough to allow some out-

door activities. The big project during

the forenoon was the renovation of

the lake trip wannigans in the shop.

Everyone practiced for their play-

house skits during rest period. All

activities were open during the after-

noon. Bobby Evans swam his island

in fine style cutting the number of

non-island swimmers to three. At the

rifle range Bobby Bohlen, Monty
Meigs, and Toby Richardson qualified

as promarksmen, Robin Ross as marks-

man, and Bill Coleman received his

second bar.

South Bunker Hill, thanks to the

fine showmanship of George "Elvis"

Browne had their skit picked as the

best of this week's playhouse.

^^^^^^^
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Everyone trundled off to bed hoping

for a real clear day tomorrow.
— Xibby Hinchman

Sunday, Jul\ 15

Despite a clear cold night the sky at

dawn was red and sure enough before

the day ended we'd been rained on
again. This rain was merciful, how-
ever, for it halted the slaughter of the

councillors and campers at the hands
of the JC-AC team when the score

stood at 19-S.

The rigid Sunday inspection showed
Bunker Hill paving the way, mainly

because of the improvement made
during the week.

Final trip plans were plotted by

Stoky and those concerned. An
early departure for the Pemaquid
River boys is on the docket, followed

by lake trips and the Pemaquid Beach
group.

A wild and wooly treasure hunt
was entered into by two teams from
each tribe during the first part of the

afternoon. The Pennacooks finished

1-2, with the Penobscots and Pema-
quids trailing in that order.

Evening activities included a three

cornered game of snatch the bacon
which the Pemaquids won after over-

taking the Penobscots. There fol-

lowed a game of "telephone," judged

by Stoky to be a draw between the

Harrises and South Glenayr. At the

end of the program the O.D. sang

from ballads of the west on Dick's

famed guitar. — George Chase

Monday, July 16

Lake Trips.

Tuesday, July 17

Lake Trips.

Wednesday, July 18

Camp awoke to an unusual quite-

ness — all the boys were still out on

trips. Activity began with the return

of the first group (the Harris boys) at

9 a.m. From then on until eleven the

other groups made their appearances.

The boys unloaded the canoes, carried

packs to their bunks, returned to tub,

and then flopped for a rest until noon.
The Bunker Hills voyaging in sail

boats were the last to return; the wind
on the lake was brisk but it blew in

puffs that made steady progress de-

pendent on skillful maneuvering. The
afternoon progressed according to the

regular program. Three boys from
Bunker Hill passed their interme-

diate swim test: George Wood,
Ed Gushing, and Phil Bolton. The
archery range produced two qualifica-

tions as Timbo Lanahan shot his

black arrow and Harton Semple his

blue arrow. The afternoon nature

hike in search of local amphibians

produced four living specimens of

local frogs. Don Wales and the

nature boys found a leopard frog, a

bull frog, a pickerel frog, and a green

frog.

The evening activities produced
some heated competition, but little

score. The Glenayrs battled four

scoreless innings in a softball game.

The Bunker Hills ran bravely back and
forth over the top of the hill, but

neither side managed to capture the

flag. The Harris boys played Kieve

hockey and Gordie Ball.

— W. A. Bosbyshell

Thursday, July 19

The camp awoke to find a beautiful

morning— a cloudless sky and a

mirror-like lake. Our day proceeded

as usual until morning swim when
we were treated to the sight of the

Pemaquid River trip rounding the

point, easing into the beach area, and
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quickly unloading the canoes. What
seasoned trippers we have among us

now. The activities periods produced

additional marks of achievement to

be recorded on the KA board. Tins

Van Durand joined the ranks of the

island swimmers and passed his in^

termediate test in the process. In

riflery, Don Brewster made his marks-

man 1st class and Josiah Bacon showed
great improvement by shooting two

targets of 26 points each. Our archers

also made their mark — George

Browne and Mike Lanahan got their

white arrows, Chuck Caldwell and

Wardie Francis got their black arrows,

and Bill Bissell got his gold arrow —
the third such award in the last four

years! Other KA's went to Bob Ken-

nedy in football and Sandy Stengel in

animal tracking. Our day was topped

off by ''Wyoming" shown on the

Kieve Cinema screen. — D. B. Wales

Friday, July 20

Another perfect day greeted us;

even the JC's made it to flag on time.

We had three distinguished visitors

during the day — Father Gillis from

St. Patrick's Church, and Reverend

and Mrs. Simcox who were at the

Episcopal Church for the summer.

Everyone held his breath during the

Pemaquid cheer in the presence of this

company.
Of course, most of the activities

were in full swing. Among the out-

standing achievements was Nat Car-

ter's first bar at riflery; however, the

highlight of the day was the island

swim by Peter Fox, cutting in half the

number of boys who have not yet

made it.

The bouts had ten wrestling and

eight boxing encounters and as usual

the spectators shared in the excitement

and thrills. — Phil Maroney

Saturday, July 21

This was the second clear Saturday

of the season. Activities went along

as usual all day with several boys

earning KA's and qualifications. At
the archery range a white arrow went
to Phil Bolton, black arrows to George
Wood and George Browne. Chuck
Caldwell and Ed Gushing earned their

N.R.A. pro-marksman awards, Monty
Meigs received his marksman and
Robb Meisenhelter his first bar. Sam
Lord awarded the first track KA's of

the summer to Mike Fitzsimons and
John Dunning.

During afternoon swim the dirty,

bearded Machias River trip returned

to Kieve to start preparing for the

Allagash.

After supper, there were informal

games followed by charades in Innis-

free. The team representing the
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south bunkhouses, sparked by the

quick wits of Billy Walker and John
Gepson showed their intellectual su-

periority.

George "Elvis" Browne led the

camp in the song and cheer. After

Bill's prayer the tired, happy campers

sacked out for their last night with

full heads of hair. — Nibby Hinchman

Sunday, July 22

A good east wind brought with it

rain laden clouds which deposited

their contents on Kieve during most
of the day. Action was afoot even

before the camp arose, for the two
barbers arrived. Therefore, starting

at breakfast, heavy locks of hair

began dropping in the back of Innis-

free. Notable results were achieved

on Galen Brewster and Moose Gaines.

Spectacular in their own way were the

demonstrations by Nibby on Charlie

Barb, Doug Crowe, and especially

Charlie McCarthy.
After a quick tub and a rather poor

inspection, chapel was held in Innis-

free. Bill's sermon was on St. Francis,

another Christian hero. A delicious

lunch of fried chicken, followed by a

long nap, and then an afternoon on
the Kieve hockey area. The Point

beat the Harrises 13-3, South Glenayr
beat North Glenayr 11-9, and South
Bunker Hill beat North Bunker Hill

7-6.

Sunday supper was inside of course,

and then came an interesting evening

of public speaking and debating. The
Point conclusively settled the future of

Baxter State Park — no change from
the present. Then each tribe in each

bunkhouse presented two speakers

and one reader. Notable orators

were Josiah Bacon on "Diet," Mike
Melville on "Manners," Bill Coleman
on "Pacific Salmon." Sandy Stengel

did a fine job reading. The day ended
with the song and prayer.

— George Chase

Monday, July 23

Monday was a day of flashing

shutters from the camera of Mr.
Gushing, the camp photographer.

Unlike most days, the normal list of

activities was slightly altered to give

subjects for our patient guest. New
on the list of pictures were football,

wrestling, boxing, the sail fish, plus a

shot of the Kieve weather vane under

construction in the shop. The after-

noon program continued with pictures

followed by a series of baseball games

after supper starting with the Penna-

cooks and the Penobscots. The Scots

won it 3 to 1. The evening ended

with the Kieve song and prayer.

— Bob Nichols

Tuesday, July 24

The weather forecast this morning

from Kieve's fast growing weather

station was for cloudy skies and

scattered showers. This set the tone

for the day.
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The Mt. Batty expeditionary forces

(Bunker Hill) decided to hold off their

attack until after noon. They had a

good time and raced the rain back to

camp just in time for supper.

The rest of the camp had regular

activities. At the waterfront the

Junior Life Saving class was given its

test (Phil drowned ten times), and
27 campers passed swim strokes. A
few KA's were passed out in the other

activities.

In the evening the O.D. took a vote

to decide whether or not to play the

ball game between the 'Quids and the

'Scots. The game was played, but it

ended in a tie as the rain returned and
drowned out the contest. Your O.D.
has a vivid picture of Jeff sliding into

home plate (Mr. Robbins was not

playing, he just wanted to talk to his

catcher). — Dick Garden

Wednesday, July 25

The first completely clear day in

the past twenty saw half of the camp,
the Glenayrs, take a trip to Pemaquid
Beach where they enjoyed the sun,

sand, and surf.

The remainder of the boys profited

from a full schedule of activities to

earn some of their KA awards. The
required canoe safety course in the

morning was well attended by the

Bunker Hill boys. Seven boys, in-

cluding Moose Gaines, passed their

swim strokes test. Tim Huston,

Moose Gaines, and Bill Stavers earned

their sailing KA's. In nature, C.

Bissell and George Wood qualified for

their animal tracks awards. On the

rifle range Joe Bacon shot his pro-

marksman, Tom Elliman his 2nd bar,

and Rowland Wasgatt his marksman
1st class.

The evening saw a closely contested

ball game between the Quids and

Cooks which the Quids finally won
4-2. Tim Jackson was the hero of the

Bunker Hill capture-the-flag game,

he stole the marker in the last seconds

of the final game to give North Bunker
the nod, two games to one.

— W. A. Bosbyshell

Thursday, July 26

We were up at the crack of dawn,
that is, the Allagash trippers were.

The rest of us thought we heard a

Kieve cheer at 6:45 but our sleepy

minds refused to function and not

until flag did we realize that the long

canoe trip had left. Actually this has

been the kind of day we like to asso-

ciate with camp, perfect weather for all

activities, even our sailors had favor-

able winds, the big tennis match of the

day resulted in Toby Richardson

besting Mike Lanahan. On the rifle

range Tommy Thompson and Abbott
Fay qualified as marksmen and Tins

Van Durand won his pro-marksman
award. In archery, Sam Stewart,

Josiah Bacon, and Audie DeLone
made their white arrow qualifications.

At the waterfront, Robin Ross, Bobby
Bohlen, and David Marsh all earned

stern canoe KA's. The evening pro-

gram featured "Brimstone" on the

Kieve Cinema screen. Thus ended

another fine active day at camp.
— D. B. Wales
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Friday, July 27

A new corporation was founded
today — the Beettrust. This group has

its own table in the dining room,

meets tor special conferences before

each swim and in general carries a

lot of weight around camp. The
officers were Chubby Chuck Caldwell,

president; Massive Mike MeK-ille and
Bouncy Billy Bissell. vice-presidents;

Stout Sandy Dwinell. secretary; and
Beefy Bill Coleman, treasurer. Mrs.

Fowler was named chairman of the

banquet committee. A big deal, anv

way you look at it.

Josiah Bacon accomplished some-

thing seldom done by a young camper
at Kieve; he qualihed for both black

and blue arrows on the same day.

Bill Bosbyshell started the second life

saving class; the CD. is still water-

logged from the last class.

The bouts in the evening produced
several upsets and the usual excite-

ment. — Phil Maroney

Saturday, July 28

Today was the tirst reallv clear

Saturday of the 1956 season. With no

thoughts of a rainy day program,
everything went on schedule.

Pete Truitt had an outstanding day
at track, breaking the record in the

220 and tying the 440 mark. Tennis
KA's were awarded to Toby Richard-

son and Mike Lanahan. Riflery

awards went to Dave Poor, Dave
Marsh. Xick RufHn. and Sandv Dwi-
nell.

The evening entertainment con-

sisted of a pantomime presented by a

board of experts: George Browne,
Mike Melville, Happ Carr, and Rod
Bass. They acted out the names of

various campers and councillors to

the delight of the mystery personages.

— \ihhy Hinchman

Sunday. July 2"^

Sunday dawned bright and clear,

it a little windy, to continue our streak

of unusually good weather and every-

one greeted this day of rest with high

spirits (with the possible exception of

your befuddled O.D.\
Bill Bosbyshell gave one of his best

sermons to date — on Martin Luther.

The Bunker Hills swept to the ice

cream inspection reward.

The afternoon was spent at the

waterfront where despite the wind the

valiant Fenobscots overwhelmed all

opposition to capture the season's

lirst intertribal watersports. After the

cookout we divided into two groups;

one took to the ball lield while the

other enjoyed slides and movies shown
by Stokv. Bv the end of prayer every-

one was only too glad to crawl into

bed. — Rick Stokinger

Monday, July 3C

Lake trips.

Tuesday. July 31

Lake trips.



Wednesday, August 1

A small fragment of Kievc campers

returned from lake trips early in the

day. The Harris-Glenayr group por-

taged in from the point and Bunker
Hill made the paddle from Pink House.

By lunch both groups had stowed the

canoes, carried up the wannigans,

spread equipment out to dry, and re-

turned to the waterfront for tub.

After lunch and a welcome rest

regular activities were resumed. Tim
Jacksc^n qualified for his diving KA
with a front flip. The tennis courts

were active with three matches being

played. Don Wales and sc^me nature

boys made a lake trip to stock the new
aquarium in the nature house. They
brought back an assortment of horn-

pout of different sizes. Wardie Francis

shot his pro-marksman and Jim Oliver

shot a 48 in the process of qualifying

for sharpshooter. The waterfront

was active as several boys passed their

swim strokes and Phil Bolton, Toby
Richardson, Sandy Dwinell, Audie
DeLone, Nicky Ruffin, and George
Wood swam for their swimmer quali-

fications.

After evening flag ceremonies had
ended, the Bunker Hills adjourned

for the ball field where they played to a

4-4 tie. The Harrises and Glenayrs

played Kieve hockey, Gordie ball,

and horseshoes on the hill. The camp
settled down to bed early after a

strenuous day. — W. A. Bosh-jshell

Thursday, August 2

The Allagash and White Mountain
trippers, conspicuous by their ab-

sence, have reduced the camp popula-

tion by more than half. At flag,

Indian Circle, swim, and meals our

current smallness is quickly sensed.

This did not hamper our regular

activities and the camp had business

as usual. The most impressive in-

dividual achievement of the day was

John Gepson earning his 9th bar at

the rifle range. At lunch, we had

several guests: Tim Bolton's mother,

grandmother, brother and sister, who
came to help Tim celebrate his birth-

day. Thirteen boys earned their

voluntary camp project KA's by spend-

ing the afternoon blueberry picking in

Newcastle. The White Mt. trip pulled

in just before supper with enthusiastic

reports of their conquests. "Fighting

Coast Guard" provided the evening's

entertainment at the Kieve Cinema
and by 9 o'clock all were asleep at

Kieve but the loons. — D. B. Wales

Friday, August 3

A new arrival was greeted with,

mixed emotions at the waterfront.

Jeff Robbins, Rick Stokinger, and Mike
Hanna captured a 25 lb. snapping
turtle near the point and put him on
display in a cage built for less active

occupants. He was finally set free

after the "Shutter Bugs" had their

innings.
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Perhaps the greatest moment of the

summer was reached this afternoon

when Josiah Bacon and Peter Fox
passed their Red Cross Beginner

Swimming tests. Neither of these

boys could swim (in fact, neither

would go near the water) at the begin-

ning of the summer. Hard work and
courage were needed by both, and the

true Kieve spirit is certainly present in

Josiah and Pete.

The evening saw another group of

exceptionally good wrestling and box-

ing bouts. — Phil Maroney

Saturday, August 4

Today was quite routine at Kieve,

the sun rose and set on schedule,

KA's were passed, and a modified

playhouse followed supper.

The first basketball KA's of the

season were awarded to Dave and
Dick Lord, Pete Fox, Ken Van Durand,
Robin Ross, Sandy Dwinell, Rod Bass,

Bobby Bohlen, Stim Kennedy, George
Wood, Josiah Bacon, Ed Gushing, and
George Browne. Several riflery and
archery awards were made at supper
along with miscellaneous KA's in

other activities.

Trip reports were the feature of

Kieve Playhouse tonight. The boys

acted out the highlights of their trips

while one of the group narrated the

tale. On this quiet note the day
came to a close. — Nibby Hinchman

Sunday, August 5

Your O.D. was speechless today due
to a very inconvenient case of laryn-

gitis. However, with Jim Masella and
Doug Growe serving as amplifiers,

Sunday progressed with no major
disasters.

Everything ran according to sched-

ule most of the day with an enlighten-

ing sermon on Ignatius Loyola and a

good inspection in which the Harrises

were judged to be the winners started

the day off on a good note. Things
continued smoothly through the activ-

ity period as the south won a close

game of capture the flag. Then a

catastrophe struck; an inspired coun-

cillors' team somehow stumbled into a

9-9 tie with the previously unchal-

lenged J. G. - A. G. outfit in a game
that saw plenty of good ball on both

sides.

Showers forced us inside for cookout

where we all enjoyed a good if not too

prompt meal prepared by Ghef Hinch-

man and his henchmen. After supper

all enjoyed the golden voice of Dick

Garden who provided a fine climax

to an excellent day. — Rick Stokinger

Monday, August 6

Kieve awoke to a hot, muggy morn-

ing. Despite the humidity, the water-

front during the course of the day
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completed the intermediate swimmer
course plus 100^7 completion of the

island swim thanks to Josiah Bacon.

In ritlery, Joe Halsted received his

pro-marksman while Johnny Town-
send shot a 47 for bar 1. Also of im-

portance during this week's first day

was a successful operation on the toe

of Sam Stewart, a new backstop for

the ball field, plus introduction of

water-polo durin^^ the afterncn^n swim.

To complete an eventful day, the

Cooks defeated the Quids 10-0 in

baseball, hidividual song and prayer

ended the activity for today. Imagine,

just two more weeks! — Boh ISHchols

Tuesday, August 7

Cloudy skies were the rule today.

Iv'any were already thinking about the

ball game that was to be played that

night as they crawled out of bed.

After breakfast and duties two
unusual events took place, the O.D.
lead the J. C. work project and Nibby
held an off the cuff firebuilding class.

During the day KA's were given

out in sailing, fishing, track, and
swimming. In the evening, the Cooks
eased out a 3-0 victory over the Scots.

— Dick Garden

Wednesday, August 8

Today was one of the quietest, most
normal days at Kieve in several weeks.

The sun shone dimly through the

morning haze and a solid bank of

clouds prevailed for the remainder of
the day. Activities were well at-

tended by enthusiastic campers eager

to earn KA's. KA's were awarded in

sailing, fishing, nature, tennis, canoe-
ing, and riflery.

To measure the wind direction and
to grace the south end of Innisfree a

weather vane which had been con-

structed in the Kieve shop was mounted
by Bob Nichols, Don Wales, and Jeff

Robbins.

In the evening, the Scots in one
inning beat the Quids 5-2. They also

scored ten runs in the top of the

second inning but these did not count
in the official tally as the inning was
not completed. The Bunker Hills

played Kieve Hockey and steal the

bacon in Innisfree. By nine o'clock

with the setting sun's glows extin-

guished the campers had settled quietly

down to sleep. — Wm. A. Bosbyshell

Thursday, August 9

The warm but beautiful weather

today influenced our activities only

slightly. Football was dropped from
the list, but all other activities pro-

ceeded as scheduled; however, most of

us were drawn toward the waterfront

where cooler temperatures prevailed.

Many voluntary camp projects were

completed, and the shop porch, tennis

courts, and sailboats were the bene-

factors. The fishermen have had
their hopes whetted of late by the

presence of foreign boats on their

favorite grounds and the reports of

bass having been caught. Needless

to say some jumped to the lure and
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Bill Coleman returned with a 19}^"

pickerel and Dick Garwood caught a

bass and a pickerel. On the rifle

range Pete Carter made pro-marksman.

Our evening entertainment was "Wild
Blue Yonder" at the Kieve Cinema
and then to bed under clear skies

and the promise of another fine day

tomorrow. — D. B. Wales

Friday, August 10

The long awaited rain came while

we were at breakfast, but it wasn't

enough to curtail activities. By noon
it was clear and humid. The highlight

of the day was Sam (retired president

of the First National) Lord's astronomy

class. The evening bouts — matching

the outstanding wrestlers and boxers of

the season — climaxed a fine summer.
Six of the eight wrestlers entered the

matches undefeated, while five of the

eight boxers had perfect records.

Each contest was filled with excite-

ment and the performance of every

contestant was worthy of a finalist.

\C-RESTLIXG FINALS

Pete Taylor defeated George Browne, 6-0
Ed Gushing defeated Pete Garter, 8-7

Pete Truitt defeated Teddv "SX'hitney, 6-0

Johnny Townsend defeated Bobby Bohlen, 4-0

BOXING FINALS

Robby Emory defeated Toby Richardson
Skip Fowler defeated Joe Halsted
Sandy Stengel and Monty Meigs drew
John Gepson defeated Nat Garter

— Phil Maroney

Saturday, August 11

Today will be remembered by all

the 1956 Kieve campers as the day the

gong was moved. The JC work crew,

led by Don Wales and Nibby, spent

the day working around the gong
which they moved onto new posts

nearer to Stoky's office. In com-

parison to this Herculean task, nothing
else stands out in the O.D.'s mind.

— Nibhy Hinchman

Sunday, August 12

Our last Sunday of the regular

camp program dawned hot and sunny
and proved an excellent chance for a

final practice before the watersports

competition. The Xorth and South
battled on nearly even terms through-

out the afternoon, with the South
ending up on top 108 to 104. The
newest event to be added, Canoe
PileTn, was won by the South, which
somehow managed to fit 18 boys into

one canoe. However, protests have
been raised by a group that claims

Doug Crowe set the record while

transporting the sailors to and from
their boats. A campfire at which
Dick Carden's guitar provided the

background for a general sing served

as a fitting climax of a fine week,

which, incidentally, saw the Harris

scoring the largest inspection grade of

the year with 69 points.

— Rick Stokinger

Monday, August 13

The final week began quickly on a

superb day. Following activities, the

waterfront, under Phil, worked with

advanced swimmers, while Crowe and
Tom Reardon found and passed the

remaining boys working for required

canoe "K's." Also accomplished by
the water were installation of the

swimming lane markers. The shop
continued to be busy with Monty
Meigs, Melville, Bolton, Bassett and
Dunning receiving their shop "K's."

Painting and building shelves in the

shop were well under way by the day's

end; a voluntary project "K" for all

when completed. Also in nature

boys received awards for "K's" in-
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eluding Rapalyea, Townsend. A
fishing "K" by Pete Fox ended activi-

ties' reports for the day. After flag

Stoky led the Bunker Hill "Quids"
over the "Cooks" in baseball, pitching

six innings for both teams. Sam,

assisted by the backstop, returned

virtually all the pitches. — Bob hJichols

Tuesday, Aici st 14

This morning we arose as usual to a

most unusual day. The clouds rolled

back by 10 o'clock so regular activities

were held (especially to clear up the

required K's for a certificate). Two
activities had outstanding qualifica-

tions, riflery and swimming. Dick

Lord received his pro-marksman over

a bad eyesight handicap and seven

boys received advanced swimmers —
Bobby Bohlen, Tim Bolton. Billy

Coleman, Monty Meigs, Robb Meis-

enhelter, Robin Ross, Tommy
Thompson. In the evening, the base-

ball game was played between the

Scots and the Cooks of Bunker Hill,

Scots 9 — Cooks 7. The winning

pitcher, "Stoky," the losing pitcher,

"Stoky." The rest of camp reported

to the waterfront where the main
activity was fishing. — Richard Garden

Wednesday, August 15

The day dawned beautiful, turned

bad and then better again weatherwise.

Our last activity periods were well

attended as most of the boys finished

requirements for KA awards. The
breeze on the lake provided some of

the best sailing of the summer, with

gusts of 25-35 miles whisking over the

waves. At dinner many KA's were

announced in waterfront, land sports

and miscellaneous catagories, after

the most enthusiastic and harmonious
singing of the season. Evening was

devoted to a 11-10 baseball game be-

tween the Scots and Quids of Bunker
Hill. The Glenayre and Harris boys

practiced their Kieve theater skits and
enjoyed games on the hill. Taps
sounded as a new moon rose in a clear

sky over the quiet camp.
— W. A. Bosbyshell



Thursday, August 16

This has been a most unusual day.

The Glenayrs and Harrises began a

round robin tribal baseball series

during the activity periods and the

Bunker Hills did their laundry, worked
on skits and practiced swimming in

preparation for the final weekend of

the season. It seemed strange to have
this break in the daily routine and it

forcefully brought to mind the near-

ness of the end of the 1956 Kieve

Season. The baseball series produced

a 19 to 1 victory for the Pennacooks
over the Pemaquids and a 2 to 1 victory

for the Penobscots over the Penna-

cooks. The Bunker Hill launderers had
some mighty clean hands after their act-

ivity I might add. The movie for the

evening was "The Sea of Lost Ships."

The showing, however, had an un-

scheduled interruption caused by the

return of the Allagash trippers. After

greeting the long trip, the camp re-

turned to the movie to see the final

reel. The camp retired at 8:30 with a

bright moon eliminating the need of

flashlights. — D. B. Wales

Friday, August 17

The third game of the baseball

round robin found the Scots, behind
the steady pitching of Tom EUiman,
defeat the Quids 8-3. The rest of the

morning and most of the afternoon

was spent in preparing for the final

Kieve Playhouse. The "happy laun-

derers" were also at it again. The
Council meeting after lunch produced
many world-shattering results — the

most notable being that the meeting

was finished in the record time of one
hour and twenty-three minutes. Point

Supper, of course, was a memorable
occasion for all of us. To any camper
or councillor who has ever experienced

a Point Supper, it is not necessary to

describe the fellowship, sincerity, and
good feeling that prevail. There was
humor (who will be able to forget

Charlie Barb's talk?), but for the most
part it was a little sad to think that

eight weeks can slip by so quickly

when you are happily occupied. This

has certainly been a fine summer in

every respect. I'd like to take this

opportunity to thank you all for

making it that way. Have a good
winter, boys — and I don't mean
perhaps! — Phil Maroney

Saturday, August 18

Today was the most hectic day your

O.D. has spent in his four summers at

Kieve. Parents began arriving shortly

after lunch to see the tennis finals and
the fathers vs. sons ball game, which
incidentally was won by the old men
11-3 behind the tight pitching of Mr.
Fay and Mr. EUiman. The evening

Playhouse was well received by all,

especially the act put on by North
Glenayr about the South Sea Islands.

The camp was in bed early to rest up
for the big watersports .program

tomorrow. — Nibby Hinchman

Sunday, August 19

With a full schedule ahead for

Watersports Sunday, campers and

guests were distressed to discover gray

and humid conditions upon awaking.

And the showers came and hopes

sagged and the chapel benches became
wetter and wetter. But after 8 weeks

of camping no one groaned when the
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word came down to once again fill

Innisfree with chairs, the very ones

which had been carried down the

hill after flag. So, after tub and
mostly clean clothes, the final chapel

service was conducted. Mr. X for this

Sunday was unknown by name, but he

would be known in 1986 and a fine

person he would be too. About this

time or Man Sol could not be denied

and the haze broke but the heat

doubled. A delicious buffet lunch was

run beautifully by the galley and the

Kitchen Committee. Then to rest —
no letters today! The feature attrac'

tion took place at 2 p.m. It was

Watersports, of course, as announcer

Bosbyshell put it. Close races in all

events and some rough and tumble

tilting and water polo made it an
afternoon of fun for all. A free swim
ensued and then, before the last wet

footprint had dried on the sun deck,

the Kieve waterfront of 1956 had
vanished before astonished eyes. How'
ever, the biggest eye bulging was done
about 5 p.m. when Don Weston and

crew unveiled lobsters and corn. Was
it ever good! Gaines, Bohlen and Nat
Carter headed the list of smugglers of

good food. The final campfire was
held after a pause to digest and after

the retreat ceremony at the flagpole.

Stoky spoke enthusiastically about the

season just past and emphasized his

interest in developing a larger and
more varied tripping program. As the

Barb-built fire, which had been so

skillfully ignited by Bill Walker, turned

to glowing embers, the Kieve cheer and
song once again rang across the lake.

— G. W. Chase

Monday, August 20

The last day of camp brought forth

eager council and camper. Naturally

we all wanted to close camp for the

summer; nevertheless, as the bus

departed with the last campers and the

waterfront lost its busy dock for

another summer, there was a feeling of

loneliness once more in the "pure"

Maine atmosphere. — Bob Nichols
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